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Abstract

This is the final report on the resu1ts of the FR2 In-pile Experiments on

LWR (Light Water Reactor) fue1 rod behavior. The tests were to investigate

the possib1e inf1uence of a nuc1ear environment on fue1 rodfailure

mechanisms. Unirradiated and irradiated (2,500 to 35,000 MWd/tu ) PWR-type

test fue1 rods as we11 as e1 ectrica11y heated fue1 rod s imu1 ators were

exposed to temperature transients simu1ating the second heatup phaseof a

LOCA (Loss-of-Coo1 ant Accident). Rod i nterna1 overpressure combi ned with

e1 evated cl adding temperatures caused the rod cl addings to ball oon and

rupture. The burst data (burst temperature, burst pressure, and ,burst

strain) of the nuc1ear testrods did not indicate differences from resu1ts

obtained with e1ectrica11y heated fue1 rod simulators, and did not show an

inf1uence of burnup.

The fue1 pellets in previous1y irradiatE?d rods, a1ready cracked during

normal reactor operation, fragmented after having lost their radial

support by the cl addi ng when thi s deformed radi ally. In the ball ooned

region the fue1 partic1e dis10cation usually 1ed to a comp1ete 10ss of

pellet shape. Consequent1y, fue1 partic1e movement into the ba1100ned

region from sections above resu1ted in significant reductions of the

pellet stack height. The fue1 pellet fragmentation and the partic1e

dis10cation, however, did not affect the c1adding deformation process

during the re1ative1y fast transients investigated in this program.

From the test resu1ts and the evaluation of the posttest examaninations it

is conc1uded that there is no inf1uence of a nuc1ear environment on the

fuel rod failure mechanisms durinq a LOCA. Thus, resu1ts on the c1adding

behavior during LOCA conditions obtained with e1ectrica11y heated fue1 rod

simulators may be considered representative of the behavior of real fue1

rods.
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U~R-Brennstabverhal ten inder Aufhei zphase eines LOCA, Ergebni sse aus den

FR2-In-pile-Versuchen (Abschlußbericht)

Zusaßlßenfassung

Diese Veröffentlichung stellt den Abschlußbericht über die Ergebnisse der
FR2-In-pile-Experimente zum LWR (Leichtwasserreaktor) - Brennstabverhalten
dar. Die Versuche sollten zeigen, ob es einen Einfluß der nuklearen Ein
flußgrößen auf die Mechanismen des Brennstabversagens gibt. Zu diesem
Zweck wurden unbestrahlte und bestrahlte (2500 bis 35000 MWd/tu) Versuchs~

stäbe ebenso wi e el ektri sch behei zte Brennstabs imul atoren Temperaturtran
sienten ausgesetzt, wie sie in der sog. zweiten Aufheizphase eines LOCA
(Loss-of-Coolant Accident) als denkbar angesehen werden. Der innere nber~

druck der Stäbe im Zusammenspiel mit den erhöhten Stabtemperaturen während
der Aufhei zung führten zum Aufbl ähen der Hüll rohre (Ball Mni ng) und zum
Bersten.

Die Berstdaten, wie Bersttemperatur, Berstdruck und Berstdehnung, ergaben
keine Unterschiede zwischen den Ergebnissen aus Versuchen mit echten Nuk
learstäben und denen mit elektrisch beheizten Brennstabsimulatoren. Auch
zeigten sie keinen Einfluß des Abbrandes.

Di e Brennstofftab1etten der vorbestrahl ten Stäbe, di e wRhrend der Vorbe
strahlung (Normal betrieb) in üblicher Weise gerissen waren, zerfielen nach
der radi al en Dehnung der HUll e in Bruchstücke, wobei im Bereich großer
Hüll deformati on di e Tablettenstruktur mei st verloren gi nq. Durch Nachrut
schen von Brennstoffteilchen aus den darüberl iegenden Stababschnitten er
gab sich dabei eine z.T. deutliche Verkürzung der Brennstoffsäule. Diese
Brennstoffumverteilung hatte bei den relativ schnellen LOCA-Transienten

keinen Einfluß auf den Deformationsvorgang.

Im Hi nbl i ck auf di e Zi el setzung kann zusammenfassend der Schl uß gezogen
werden, daß ein Einfluß der nuklearen Bedingungen auf die Mechanismen des

Brennstabversagens beim LOCA nicht zu erwarten ist. Damit können Versuche
mit el ektri sch behei zten Brennstabs imul atoren al s repräsentativ für Nuk
learstabtests unter LOCA-Bedingungen angesehen werden.
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1. Introduction

Fuel rod behavior during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a light-wa

ter reactor (LWR) after a break of a main coolant linehas been the sub

ject of extensive analytical and experimental research because of its

potenti al to reduce the effectiveness of the emergency core cool ing by

fuel rod deformation.

Most of the experiments have been performed out-of-pi 1e with el ectrically

heated fuel rod simul ators /1,2,3,4/. However, since some parameters

cannot be simul ated adequately out-of-pil e, experiments in a nucl ear

environment have been·· necessary.

Therefore, an in-pil e experimental program was performed as part of the

Nucl ear Safety Project I s Fuel Behavi or Program at the Kernforschungszen

trum Karlsruhe (KfK), Federal Republic of Germany /5,6/. In a test loop of

the FR2 research reactor unirradiated as well as i rradi ated si ngl e fuel

rod sampl es, and same el ectrically heated fuel rod simul ators were exposed

to transi ents s imul ati ng the second heatup phase of a LOCA in a pressur

ized-water reactor (PWR) after a double ended break of a main coolant

inlet 1ine. In the course of this reference accident the second heatup

phase has the highest probability of fuel failure because of the relative

ly long time the cladding is at high temperature while the internal over

pressure causes elevated cladding stresses.

This paper as a final report, after abrief description of experimental

prograrn, hardware, and procedures, gives the results of the transient

tests, of the posttest examinations, and of the posttest calculations, and

summarizes the resul ts of the program. Fi nally, concl usi ons wi th respect

to the test objectives are drawn and discussed.

2. Objectives and test program

The objectives of the FR2 in-pile tests /6,8-11/ were

to provide qualitative andquantitative information on possible

effects of a nuclear environment on the mechanisms of fuel rod failure
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under LOCA conditions already known from out-of-pile tests w;th
electrically heated fuel rod simulators, and

to identifiy possible additional failure mechanisms.

The nuclear environment is primarily characterized by the heat generation

in U02 fuel and the energy transfer from the fuel to the cl adding depen
ding on the condition of the fuel. Consequently, burnup was sel ected the
main parameter of the test prograrn. Table 1 shows, that after two test
series (A and B) with unirradiated rods, the majority of the tests (series

C to G 2/3) was performed with rods previously irradiated to burnup values
ranging from 2,500 to 35,000 MWd/tu' As a second parameter, rod internal
pressure was varied between 25 and 125 bars at steady state temperature.
This pressure range was chosen larger than that expected during the life
times of PWR rods. Heatup rates varied between 6 and 20 K/s. Eight refer
ence tests with electrical'y heated rod simulators (series BSS) were con
duc ted in the in-pile loop unter conditions identical with those of the
nuclear tests.

Table 1: Test matrix of the FR2 in-pile tests on fuel rod behavior

Test Number Number Target Range of Internal
Type of Tests Series of Rods of Tests Burnup Pressure at Steady

Irradiated State Temperature
(MWd/t u) (bar)

Calibration, A 5 25-100
Scoping

Unirradiated Rods
(Main Parameter: B 9 0 55-90
Internal Pressure)

Irradiated Rods C 6 5 2500 25-110
(Main Parameter: E 6 5 8000 25-120
Burnup) F 6 5 20000 45-85

G1 6 5 35000 50-90
G2/3 6 5 35000 60-125

Electrically Heated
Fuel Rod Simulators

(Main Parameter: BSS 8 20-110
internal Pressure)
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3. Experiment design and conduct

3.1 Experiment design

The tests were performed in the DK loop of the FR2 research reactor

(Fig.l) which provided the desired thermal hydraulic conditions. The loop

was originally designed to test steam-cooled fuel rod samples and was

operated with superheated steam as cool ant /6/. Duri ng the steady state

phase of the test (see section 3.5), the loop was operated at apressure

of 60 bars, a steam temperature of about 3000C, and a coolant mass flow of

120 kg/h. The loop was particul arly suitabl e for experiments on fuel rod

failure (cladding rupture) because it was equipped with condensation and

filter systems for retaining fission products and retarding noble gases.

Condenser
Degasser

To Exhaust
~t-G=a=s Systems

Relief Valves

Injection
Cooler

ln-Pile
Test Sedion

L.....---+--}------L....(-)----<Lj[])-----1~

Shutoff
Valve

Feed Pumps Injection P1..nl>s Filters Condensate Pumps
4237-291

Figure 1: Simplified flow scheme of the DK loop, operated

with superheated steam, in the FR2 reactor
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Thermacauj;!le

Steam
Outlet

Inlet
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Pressure Tube

Hanger Rod
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The test specimens were contained

in the in-pile test section which
comprised several shrouds and a
thick-walled pressure tube
(Fig.2).

The inlet and outlet connections
ofthe pressure tube to the loop

system were both 1ocated· at the
upper end of the test section.
The flow reversed its direction
at the bottom of the pressure
tube and moved up past the test
rod. Each test rod was mounted to
a hanger rod to provide structur
al support for the rod and for
the test rod instrumentation. For
the preirradiated rods the rod
assembly and instrumentation were
done under remote handl i ng condi
tions, in the hot cell of the FR2

reactor.

Figure 2: In-pile test section of the DK-loop in the
FR2 reactor (simplified)
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3.2 Test rod dimensions

The nuclear test rod is illustrated in Fig. 3. Its radjal dimensions
(Table 2: nominal data) were identical to those cf a fuel rod of a German

1300 MWe PWR. The active fuel length was 50 cm, approximately equal to the
axi al di stance between spacer gri ds of fue1 el ements in a reactor. The

U-235 enri chment of 4.7% used in the test rod fuel was sl i ght1y hi gher

than that of PWR fue1. Two different gap si zes were used for the tests
with nuc1ear rods.

Insulating Pellets Al2Ü:3

Upper Endplug

Plenum

End Pellet U02 0.3% U235

U024.7% U235
lJ")
['-..

o.....
'&

Lower Endplug

l
Cladding Zry-4

~------------973 --------------------l
4237-1091

Figure 3: Test fuel rod design

In test series G3 (35000 MWd/tu burnup) and for comparative reasons in the

B3 ser.ies (no burnup)the cold diametral gap size of the rodswas reduced

from nominal 190 to 150 pm in order to compensate for the lack ofc1adding

creep during irradiation in the low coolant pressure environment of the

FR2 reactor.

The test rod had on1y an upper fi ssi on gas p1 enum compared wi th the two

plena of a German PWR rod.
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Table 2: Nominal test fuel rod data

Cladding

Material
Outside diameter, mm
Inside diameter, mm
Wall thickness, mm

Fuel pellets

Material
Diameter (nominal gap), mm
Diameter (small gap), mm
Length, mm
Enrichment (active zone), %
Enrichment (end pellets), %
Height of pellet stack

(active zone), mm
Density, g/cm3

Theoretical density, %

Insulating pellets

Material
Diameter, mm
Length, mm

Void Volumes

Dishing per pellet, mm3

Gap Volume (nominal gap), cm3

Total plenum volume (jncl.
pressure transducer), cm3

Fillgas composition

Zircaloy-4
10.75
9,3
0.725

U02
9.11
9.15
11
4.7
0.3

500
10.35
94.4

16
1.57

28.12
100% Helium

The size of the test rod plenum volume, including the internal volume of

the pressure measuring system (section 3.3), was chosen to equal the total

void volume of both plena in a PWR rod. An analytical comparison of time

dependent cladding deformation of the test fuel rod and a full-length PWR

rod, both exposedto the same LOCA transient, showed the best agreement

for identical plenum volume sizes.

The characterization of each fuel rod, i.e. cladding and fuel characteriza

tion, is provided in Table 8, Appendix A.

During the fabrication of the fuel rods the cladding and fuel dimensions

were recorded. In the center region of the active length (150 to 350 mm

from the bottom of the active zone) the outside diameter and the wall

thickness of the cladding were measured by an ultrasonic techniq"e.
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The data were recorded every 180 on the azimuth and in axial planes 15 mm

apart. From the measurements of outs i de di ameter and wall thi ckness the

inside diameter was calculated.

In the center region, also the fuel pellet dimensions and density were
determined. With the pellet diameter and the cladding inside diameter the

actual mean gap size of the individual rod was calculated.

The length of the plenum was measured from X-ray photographs of the

assembled fuel rod.

The cl addi ng dimensi ons of the el ectri cally heated fuel rod simul ators

were determined in the same way as for the nuclear rods. Cladding dimen

sions and heated length were indentical to those of the nuclear test rod.
The plenum volume of the simulator (25 cm3) was desiqned to approximately

equal that of the test fuel rod by using a lower plenum and an annulus of

about 60 cm above the upper end of the pellet stack as an upper plenum.

The interior of the rod simulator (annular alumina pellets, heater, and

insulation) is illustrated in Fig. 4. The basic .design of the simulator

was adopted from the electrical heater used in the REßEKA test program*

/22/. More detailed information on the design of the simulator used in the

FR2 in-pile program is provided in /12/.

3.3 Test rod instrumentation

Fuel rod instrumentation was designed to measure cladding temperature and

internal pressure.

Cladding surface thermocouples (chromel-alumel, Inconel 600 sheathed, 1mm

diameter) were resistance spot-welded to the outer rod surface at six

different axi al el eva ti ons and azimuthal positi ons. To avoi d formati on of
eutectics between zirconium and components of the TC sheath material at

el evated temperatures, a 30 to 35 mm lonq pl ati num tuhe was swaqed onto

the thermocouple sheath /13/.

*REBEKA single rod and bundle out-of-pile experiments performed at KfK.
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4237- 650 a

Figure 4: Electrically heated fuel rod simulator design, heated section
(not to scale)

In addition, best welding results were accomplished with platinum materi
al. Two different versions of the TC attachment were used, versionA and

version B (Fig.5).
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E
E

Ln
l"")

I-Hi+-~-- Ni Cr - Ni -----,----f:B1.'.:

--Mg 0 Insulation---

____ Inconel 600 ........----i:M:f.:1:.:114
heath 1mm

'>'IM--- Platinum jac:ket 1.4 mm 00 --4{""•.',

/rtt----Jacket flattened

E
E
o
l"")

I

Resistance Spot WeId

...L.----t'~}tr-------- Zry Cladding _--------,r"

Version A
(Flattened Jacket I

Version B
llmprovedl

4237-300a

Figure 5: Cladding thermocouple design (schematic)

In general, the surface-mounted TCs ~how lower temperatures than the real

wall temperatures duri ng steady-state and transi ent operati on. The devi a

tions were determined in cal ibration tests with electrically heated fuel

rod simulators without cladding deformation (BSS 5 and 7 for version A and

BSS 11 and 14 for version B) by comparing the readings of the clad surface

TCs with those of TCs embedded in the cladding. The deviations and the

scatter (uncertainty), both resulted to be a function of the rod power

rate~ The mean valueswere usedas correcti on for themeasured tempera

tures. Deviation and uncertainty were much smaller for TC version B as

compared with version A. At the nominal power of 40 W/cm for the nuclear

rods it was 75 ± 35 K for TC vers i on A, and 10 ± 10 K for version B

(Fig.6). These correction values had to be added to the TC readings (see

also Appendix Cl.
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specific electricol rod power HEL

40 [W/cm] ~O

4237-399

3020

/
T131, 133,135, 137 1rrrn 00 surfoce-mounted

T132,134,136,138 0,5mm 00 embedded

o T132-T131
x T134 ~ T133

• T136 - T135
+ T132 - T133
t;, T138-T137

10

~o

I

o
o

1~0

Figure 6: Temperature differences between embedded and surface-mounted TCs
vs. rod power during the transient test, obtained by simulator
tests without cladding deformation, as a basis for the
correction of TC measurements

In addi ti on to the conti nuous measurement of the cl addi ng temperature an
estimation of the local maximum temperature by the investigation of the
cladding microstructure (section 6.1) was performed at thermocouple
elevations - for the purpose of comparison with the measurements - and at
cross sections at the position of maximum ci rcumferenti al strai n i nthe

rupture plane. Also by themicrostructural evaluation the azimuthal temper
ature differences at maximum temperature, especially in the rupture plane,
could be determined (section 4.2).

Internal rod pressure was measured dynamically by a strain-gauge type
pressure transducer, which was connected to the plenum by a tube approxi
mately 5 m long with an inside diameter of 1.6 mm. This tube was coupled
to the test rod pl enum in a way that no fi ssi on gas produced dur i ng the

preirradiation could escape from the interior of the rod (see Fig.7).
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.- Capillary Tube
to Pressure Transducer

Point of
Separation
of the
protective cap

Test Rod with
protective cap,
at pre-irradiation

Coupling of the
Hanger Rod onto
the Upper End Plug
of the Test Rod

Coupled Hanger
Rod after Penetration
of Diaphragm

4237- 360

Figure 7: On the measurement of the rod internal pressure and the coupling
of the test rod onto the hanger rod under remote control

The signal del ay caused by thi s connecti ng tube was determi ned experimen

tally to be 1ess than 10 ms for rapi d depressuri zati on. Dynami c meaSllre

ment of the internal rod pressure was used for leak detection during

steady state operati on and indicated the deformation hi story during the

transient, in particular the instant of burst.

The uncertainty is estimated to be about ± 1 bar in the pressure range of

50 to 100 bars (The total range of the pressure transducer was 0 to 175

bar) •

3.4 Test rod preirradiation

The nuclear test rods were initially filled with 0.3 MPa helium "at room

temperature and preirradiated in bundles of six rods in fuel element

positions of the FR2 research reactor.
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The conditions for the test rod irradiation in the FR2 reactor are listed
in Table 3 and compared with average values of a commercial PWR. Coolant
pressure and coolant temperature were lower in the FR2 reactor.

Table 3: Irradiation conditions of the test rods in FR2 and of PWR rods
in a commercial reactor

Coolant inlet temperature

Coolant pressure

Linear rod power

Initial rod pressure (cold)

(OC)

(bar)

(W/cm)

(bar)

Test rod in FR2

60

2,4

200-450

3

PWR rod

290
155

200-450

22.5

This resulted in lower cladding temperature and lower fuel surface tempera
tures of the test rods in the FR2 reactor compared wi th a PWR rod. Fuel
centerline temperature of the test rod was almost as high as in a PWR rod.
No creep of the cladding toward the fuel due to external overpressure did
occur in the FR2 test rods. There were more scrams and shutdown s in the
FR2 research reactor than in a commercial PWR.

After each FR2 operation cycle of about40 days there was a shutdown of 10
to 15 days. Ouring the period of shutdown the positions of a number of
fuel elements were changed in the FR2 core. A typical operation history is
given with Fig. 8 for test series F, showing the FR2 operation cycles but
no shutdowns. The irradiation histories of all test series are listed in
Table 9, Appendix A, including the total number of shutdowns (planned and
un schedul ed) •

Inspite of the differences in the irradiation conditions between the test
rod in the FR2 reactor and a PWR rod, the typicality of the test fuel rods
is believed to be sufficient. This was confirmed by visual comparisons of
fuel crack patterns (section 5.1).
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After irradi ation, five rods of each bundl e were instrumented for tran

sient testing and the remaining rod was reserved for the radiochemical

burnup analysis, the fission gas analysis (section 7.2), and the investiga

tion of the post-irradiation fuel condition (see section 5).

The burnup of the test rods was determi ned by (a) the thermal bal ance

during the reactor operation and (b) by the radiochemical analysis.
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Figure 8: Preirradiation history of test series F, burnup 20000 MWd/tu

The axial burnup profiles determined from the radiochemical samples of

test series C, E, F, GI, and G2/3 are given in Fig. 9, the average data

are listed in Table 4 for both methods of burnup determination.
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The vi sual inspection wi thin the post-i rrac1i ati on exami nati on of the test
rods did not reveal any damages or rod bending. Thus, the test rods were
appropriate for uses in the subsequent LOCA transient tests.

Table 4: Burnups achieved by irradiation in the FR2 reactor

Test series Burnup trom
thermal balance

(MWd/tu)

Burnup trom
radiochemicai anaiysisa),b)

(at- %) (MWd Itu)

C

E

F

G1

G2/3

a) axial average
b) 1 at- % ~ 9130 MWd/tu

2400

7900

20650

36000

34000

0,28

0,88

2,4

3,7

4,0

2560

8000

21910

33780

36520
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3.5 Experiment conduct

Each test beqan with a steady state phase, during which the rod was
pressuri zed to the desired 1evel at steady state temperature by addi ng
helium to the fission gas generated during preirradiation. Also during
this phase instrumentation calibration, rod power determination, and axial
flux profile measurements were performed. The test rod was then exposed to
a standard temperature hi story derived from 1icensi nq cal cul ations for a
PWR fuel rod during a LOCA (a double-ended break of the cold leg pipe).
The transient in the test loop was initiated by interruption of the loop
coolant flow and system depressurization. This was done by rapidly closing
the coolant shutoff valve and simultaneously opening arelief valve with a
large cross section downstream of the test section (Fig.1).

The cool ant flow rate past the test rod rlecreased to zero and the systell1
pressure to approx. 0.1 bar within 8 to 10 s. Ouring the Subsequent heatup

phase, the test rod power was kept constant until the target cl addi ng
temperature of approximately 1200 K was reached. IAt that temperature, the
rod power was rapidly reduced by reactor scram. After the turnaround point
as the resul t of the reactor scram, when the cl addi ng temperature had
decreased to approx. 1000 K, the steam inlet valve ("shutoff valve") was
opened again, the coolant mass flow reactivated and a quenching effect
took pl ace. In the tests which were run without quenchi ng (Cl through C4,
F4, G1.2 through G1.4 and all tests of series G?/3) the rod temperature

continued to drop as it harl started from the turnaround point until the
cool ant temperature 1evel was reached. A schemati c representati on of the
test procedure is given in Fig. 10. Depending on the linear rod power rate
the heatup phase lasted in most cases between 50 and 100 seconds, and with
the exception of the first 8 to 10 seconds, the cladding outer surface was
exposed to an atmosphere of stagnant superheated steam with a rather low
density (pressure 0,1 bar).

To increase the steam supply for possible cladding oxidation, three of the
tests with nuclear rods (8 1.6, 8 3.1, B 3.2) were performed with an addi
tional steam flow past the test rod during the transient after the isola
tion of the in-pile test section from the steam generating components by
the shutoff valves (Fig.1).
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Figure 10: Test procedure, schematic

This was accomplished by bypassing the shutoff valve with a small tube

from the start of the transient until the quenching. The mass flow through
the bypass was 0.3 to 0.5 kg/h. As this flow had a pronounced influence on
the cl addi ng heatup rate duri ng the fi rst 10 to 20 seconds of the tran
sient, the operation of the bypass was discontinued for further tests. The
additional steam supply did not lead to higher oxygen uptake of the rods
compared to the remainder of the specimens (see section 6.2).

Cladding deformation and burst were monitored during each test by means of
the cl adding temperature and internal rod pressure traces. Typical traces
are illustrated in Fig. 11. The six cladding thermocouples (designated 131

through 136) located at six different axial positions showed little differ
ence, Le., a rather flat temperature profile, until major deformation
began. This was indicated by the change from pressure increase to decrease

at 36 s.
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When the fuel-cl addi ng gap enl arged drastically by radi al expansi on close
to or at the moment of burst, all thermocoupl es showed a temperature
drop; thermocouples 131 and 132, which were located in the ballooned
section, showed the most pronounced drop. Heatup continued until the power
was reduced at about 80 s. At 160 s quenching was initiated, causing the
cladding temperature to drop rapidly to coolant temperature level.
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Figure 11: Typical temperature and pressure histories;
measured data of test B 3.1

3.6 Test rod power

According to the test conduct a constant rod power was needed unti 1 the

target rod temperature was achieved.
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In order to meet the standard cl addi ng temperature hi story, ca.l cul ated for
a high rated PWR rod during the reference accident, a local maximum rod
power rate of 40 W/cm was needed in the axial center region of the nuclear
rod. For the electrically heated simulator a different nominal power rate,

50 W/cm, was l1eeded because it contail1ed different materi al s, al1d hence
different heat capacities had to be taken into accoul1t. The nominal power
rates were determined by calculations using the WALHYD-2D computer code.*

The determination of the rod power is generally 110 problem for electrical

ly heated fuel rod silTlul ators. The power of a nucl ear rod i s governed by

the local fission neutron flux and by the inventory of fissionahle materi
aL

Si nce the fi ssi on neutron fl ux coul d not be mea sured di rectl y, and si nce
for previously irradiated rods the concentration of fissionable material
usually was not yet known at the time of the transient test, three
different indirect methods for power determination were used, based upon

a) enthalpy balance of the coolant passing the test rod

b) measurement of neutron flux near the in-pile tube and total power
of reactor fuel elements surrounding the in-pile tube

c) measured heatup rate of test rod cladding.

(a) Coolant mass flow and temperature rise were measured and combined with
the specific heat of the coolant to the integral rod power. Possible
error sources - besides the measurement uncertainties - were radial
heat exchange and coolant bypass flow.

(b) The energy output of the reactor fuel elements surrounding the in-pile
tube and the neutron flux profile in the vicinity of the in-pile tube
were measured. These data were converted to an averaqe test rod power
rate using a conversion factor determined by reactor physics calcula

tions, which took into account the nominal burnup. These calculations

* Calculations performed by D. Steiner, IKE Stuttgart at
Stuttgart University
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assumed the test rod power to be proportional to the power produced in
pertinent axi al secti ons of the surrounding reactor fuel el ements.
Main error sources: Calculation of conversion factor, uncertainty of
burnup, basic assumption of proportionality between rod power and fuel
element power.

(c) The test rod power could be determined by a comparison between
measured and calculated heatup rates based on the local cladding tem

perature histories durin9 the transient. The uncertainty in the deter
mination of the heatup rate fram the thermocoupl e readi ngs was low (+

1 K/s). Main error sources: The computer code calculation which provid
ed the relation between heatup rate and rod power, and the influence
of azimuthal differences of cladding temperature.

The axial neutron flux profiles measured for method (b) were normalized
and combined with the normalized axial profiles of fissionable material
determined by radiochemical analysis to establish a normalized axial power

profile of each test rod, as shown schematically in Fig. 12.

Methods (a) and (b) were used during steady-state operation, (c) was a
posttest method only. The posttest method based on the heatup rate was
considered to be the most confidential one. Table 10, Appendix A, provides
detailed information of each test on the power determination by the temper
ature rise of thermocouples and the enthalpy balance.

4. Results of fuel rod deformation and burst

The bl..lrstdata,i.e., burst tel11perature,burst pressure, and maximum

circumferential strain at the rupture location, are the main basis for
comparison with other tests, particularly with out-of-pile tests. With
respect to the potential for significant blockage of coolant channels the
axial deformation profile is of great importance, too.
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Figure 12: Procedure for the evaluation of the axial power profile
of preirradiated rods (normalized), Test F4 as example.

4.1 Appearance of the ruptured regions

Duri nq the heatup phase, the pressuri zed rods suffered deformation over

the entire heated length, ballooned locally, and ruptured within the
ball ooned section /12, 15-20/. With two exceptions all rods burst at the
location of maximum strain. The ruptured regions of an unirradiated rod,
an irradiated rod, and a rod simulator are presented in Fig. 13. The burst
shapes of the three types of rods are simil ar, and the cross sections of

the burst locations do not indicate an influence of irradiation. The only
apparent difference is the fra9mentation of the irradiated fuel, which is
described in Section 5.
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Figure 13: Views and cross sections of rupture regions of fuel rods
and rod simulators.
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4.2 Burst data

The burst data of the nucl ear rods and of the el ectri cally heated rod
simulators are listed in Table 5. The statistics of the burst data and
heatup rates derived from the data of Table 5 are given in Table 6.

Table 6: FR2 In-pile statistics

Engineering Engineering Rod Internal
Test type Heatup rate Burst stress Burst strain Volume Change
(No. of (K/s) (MPa) (Ofo) (Ofo)
burst rods) Average Stand.dev. Average Stand.dev. Average Stand.dev. Average Stand.dev.

Unirradiated
(12 rods) 11.5 3.4 37.1 11.4 41.6 12.6 52.2 20.9
Irradiated
(24 rods) 11.3 2.0 36.8 16.4 42.2 12.1 51.4 18.0
Electrically
heated rod
simulators
(7 rads) 12.4 0.2 38.2 21.1 37.9 12.3 53.7 34.4

The average val ues of the burst stress, burst strain, and rod internal
vol urne change are about the same for uni rradi ated, i rradi ated rods, and

rod simulators.

Burst temperature, burst pressure, and burst strain used in the evaluation
of the FR2 in-pile tests are defined as follows:

Burst temperature is the temperature of the cladding at the burst location
at the time of burst,andwasdeterminedby interpolation between two
thermocouples orextrapolation from the thermocouple closest to the burst

location. Using this method, azimuthal temperature variations could not be
taken i nto account. Wi th the mi crostructural eval uati on of the cl adding
temperature it is generally possible to determine the temperature at any
given angular position. This method, however, could not be directly

applied to the burst temperature because the results were available for
the maximum cladding temperature only (see section 6.1).
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Burst pressure is the rod internal pressure at the beginning of the fast

pressure drop, i .e., when the pressure decrease rate/:,p/ /:,t e~ceeds

10 bar/se The pertinent time after initiation of the transient is called

the burst time.

Burst strain is defined as the larpest ci rcumferenti al strain /:,U/Uo
within the ruptured section,

where
/:, U = Ul

Uo = 7f do
with

- Uo = increase in circumference

= initial cladding circumference,
do = initial outer cladding diameter.

Since the burst strain was the maximum total circumferential elongation of

the rod in almost each test, generally no distinction is made between
these two terms in this report.

Burst stress ;s defined as
equat;on

D.
oB = PB

1 ,0

2 t o

"engineering hoop stress", given by tl,e

where PB = burst pressure

0;,0 = ;niti al cladding inner ctiameter

t o = initial wall thickness of the cladding.

The evaluated uncerta;nt;es of the burst data are listed in Table 7.

Table 7: Uncerta;nt;es of the burst data

Parameter

Burst temperature *

a) nuclear rods

ß) rod simulators

Burst pressure

Burst strain

• Details see Appendix C

Max. Uncertainty

± 70 K
± 45 K

± 80 K

± 1,5 bar

± 4%

Remarks

TC Version A
TC Version B

TC Version B

Percentage of
measured strain
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Burst temperature is plotted versus burst pressure in Fig. 14, for all of

the data. No difference was found between the burst data from unirradiated

rods and from rods i rradi ated to different burnups, or between the burs t

data from nucl ear rods and rod simul ators. Furthermore , burst pressures

and burst temperatures measured during the in-pile tests lie within the

data band obtai ned from numerous out-of-pi 1e experiments wi th electri cally

heated fuelrod simulators performed at KfK and other laboratories and

from other in-pile tests (Fig. 15).
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In Fig. 16 maximum circumferential strain t,U/Uo is plotted versus burst
temperature. Again, the FR2 in-pile results from unirradiated rods, irradi
ated rods, and rod simulators are indicated by different symbols. The
results do not show an influence of irradiation on burst strain. For all
the data from out-of-pile tests using indirect cladding heating and from
in-pile experiments available in the literature /1-3, 21-25/, t,U/Uo is

plotted versus burst temperature in Fig. 17. The FR2 in-pile test results
basically correspond with the maximum deformation found in the other exper
iments.
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Figure 16: Maximum circumferential elongation vs. burst temperature

The burst strain data of the FR2 in-pile tests lie between 25 and 67%. The
67% limit was reached when the deforming rod touched the shroud, as a de
forming rod in a PWR bundle would touch its undeformed neighbors at 66%.
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The shroud may have restricted the expansion of some samples. However, the

majority of the rods burst at strains of 40% or less, i .e., before the

cladding did touch the shroud more than 10callY. The relatively low

strains may be duein part to axial constraint but probably resul t mainly

frOm azimuthal temperature differences. The influence of the cladding

azimuthal temperature distribution on burst strain has been demonstrated

in out-of-pile experiments 11,14,22,23,26/. Pronounced cladding temperatu

re differences substantially decrease the circumferential burst strain.
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Except for test B 1.7 the azimuthal temperature di fferences duri ng the

transient cou1d not be measured directly. In test B 1.7 four thermocouples

were wel ded at the same axi al 1ocati on (5 cm below the upper end of the

fuel stack) and 900 apart. The rupture of the cl adding occurred approx.

20 cm below the instrumented section. So the influence of TC attachments

and TC 1eads on the rod deformati on were exc1 uded on one hand. On the

other hand the measured azimuthal temperature variations of approx. 40 K

during steady-state as well as during the transient were strictly val id

for the TC pl ane on1y. They coul d. not be extrapol ated to the burst pl ane.

For the majority of the tests the azimuthal temperature differences were

determined for the maximum cl addi ng temperature at the rupture el evati on

by microstructural evaluations. By this posttest method, which is de

scribed in section 6.1, azimuthal temperature variations between 0 and

lOOK were found.
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In Fig. 18 the circumferential strain, i .e., the local strain of cross

sectional samples in the rupture region, is plotted versus the maximum

azimuthal temperature difference evaluated from the microstructure of the

cladding material. The given data - as already said above - are strictly

val i d for the time at peak temperature only. So, they cannot di rectly be

appl i ed to the time of deformati on or burst, parti cul arly because the

temperature at the fracture tip did generally not result in the highest

value at the time after burst compared with other angular positions of the

cl adding circumference. The data, however, are to give the magnitude of

the possible maximum temperature variations during the deformation.

In comparison with the REBEKA burst criterion /26/ in this figure no

systematic disa!lreementis apparent between the in-pile and out-of-pile

(REBEKA) resul ts. In addi ti on the fi gure shows, that both the uni rradi ated

and previ ously i rradi ated fuel rods exhibited simi 1ar azimuthal tempera

ture differences.
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Plotting of the burst strain versus the initial wall thickness variation

of the cladding circumference (Fig. 19) resulted in a similar relationship

as described in /27/. The initial wall thickness variation, however, is

only one parameter to infl uence the burst strain. The azimuthal tempera

ture difference duri ng the deformation process i s cons i dered to be the

most important one.

No effect of the heatup rate on the burst data could be observed. However,

the range of heatup rates covered with these tests was rather small. If

there i s an i nfl uence of the hea tup rate i t seems to be sma11 er than the

data scatter of the test results.

4.3 Cladding deformation axial profiles

The cladding deformation profile was determined by measuring the rod diame

ter using a spiral technique and by evaluating the circumference of cross

section photographs from the ruptured region. A typical spiral profile is

given with Fig. 20. Generally the rod can be divided into three regions

with regard to the axial deformation profile:

I

(1) Regions outside therupture area with negligible ovality of the

cladding (Dmax - Dmin < 50 )Jm),

(2) Regions close to the rupture area with distinguishable ovality, and

(3) the rupture region.

Also fl"'orn the spiral profile it Was learned that each test rodexhibited

deformation over the entire heated length (500 mm) and that the deforma

tion profile was influenced locally by the thermocouples. Usually the

local diameter change due to the TC influence lId/do ( do = initial

cladding outer diameter) resulted in 1 to 3%.

The position of ballooning and maximum strain was usually at or close to

the position of maximum rod power (see Fig: 24d).
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However, the relatively flat power profile in most of the tests may have

allowed other parameters, e.g., wall thickness, fuel eccentricity,

i ncrease of cl addi ng mass and heat transfer surface area by TC 1eads, to

have influenced the position of maximum strain.

The axial profile of the claddin~ strain in the rupture region is depicted

in Fig. 21 for all tested rods and the values are given in detail in Table

12, Appendi x A. From the di aqram it can be 1earned that the deformati on

profile is not flat in the rupture region but pronounced. A difference

between the maximum strain and the strain at either end of the crack is

apparent. So, even under the flat power profiles of most tests of series A

and B, a distinct maximum of deformation within the rupture region was

obtained.

The claddin~ deformation profiles were used to calculate the rod internal

volume increase due to cladding circumferential expansion. The volume

increase values (which are a measure of the axially averaged circumfer

ential strain) are given in Table 5 for both the nuclear tests and the

simulator tests. In Fig. 22 relative volume increase is plotted versus

relative internal pressure change t.P/Pmax for the nuclear test rods and

the rod simulators. The solid line approximating the data points repre

sents a correlation between relative volume increase and relative pressure

change whi eh was analyti cally developed from a s impl e two-vol urne model

using the general gas law. The atypical deformation of rod E5 which did

not actually burst but lost its fil 1gas through a crack over a peri od of

several seconds, was not calculated correctly by this simple model.

With Test Rod E5 a cladding deformation extending to the 67% limit at a

length of about 10 cm was obtained. The posttest neutron radiograph of

this rod (Fig.23) exhibits the deformation shape and the pronounced rod

bendin~ above the ballooned region due to the shroud blockage created by

the 'balloon of the test rod. A. radial extension of the ballooning above

67% was prevented by the shroud surroundi ng the test rod such that the

cladding had to continue its ballooning into the axial direction. However,

the relationship between the averaqe strain and the maximum CirCllPlfer

enti al el ongati on was not different for E5 in compari SOll with the other

tests.
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The deformation behavior of this test may be expl ained by the atypical

test conduct (reactor scram at the onset of ballooninq in contrast to the

other tests) done on purpose resulting in a cladding temperature decrease

during the main part of the deformation and a delayed pressure release

through a very small crack in the cladding /20/.
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Pl otti ng rel at i ve vol urne i ncrease versus maximum ci rcumferenti al elonga

tion, (Fig. 24a), a fairly linear relationship was found. Fig. 24a shows

data clearly below the linear function and clearly above it but generally

following the relationship with the exception of rod A 1.1. The data below

the line (C 5, E 2, BSS 28,G,2.1, and BSS 24) exhibit a more localized

ballooning (see deformation profiles in Fig. 24b), whereas the data above

the 1ine (BSS 22, B 1. 5, G3. 2,and BSS 12) resul t from more extended

axial deformation (Fig. 24c). The remainder of the data and the deforma

tion profiles lie between these extremes as shown by the examples oftests

F 1 through F 5 (Fig. 24d). Rod A 1.1 was tested with a power profile very

different from the profiles in the othertests (peaking factor 1.008

through 1.096) and therefore exhibited a very localized balloon with a

small vol urne i ncrease. Thi s i ndicates that the empiri cal correl ation i s

influenced by some of the test conditions, e.g. the axial power profile.

4.4. Circumfe~ential distributionof local strain

The results fram various experiments indicate a relation between total cir

cumferenti al el ongati on (TCE) and the azimuthal di stri buti on of the local

wall thi nni n9, i .e. the local radi al strai n /26/. Usually, the more uni

form the local strain around the circumference the larger is the total cir

cumferential elongation. A smaller total elongation is usually connected

with a more localized, Le. less uniform, wall thinning. The azimuthal

strain distribution is believed to be mainly caused by azimuthal tempera

ture variations /22,23/, rather than by initial wall thickness variations

or other effects.

From the visual inspectionof cross sections taken at the location of maxi

mum circumferential elongation no differences in the posttest wall thick

ness variation between fresh and irradiated rods and rod simulators of the

FR2 in-pile test program were apparent (see photographs of Appendix B).
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To quantify the circumferential distribution of local strain at the cross
section of maximum circumferential elongation a uniformity parameter G was
evaluated. With reference to the equation for the standard deviation of a
distribution the uniformity parameter G was defined to

G = 1 ~ 2. -vt (e:*(1jJ) --"E*)2 d1jJ

with 1jJ = e/2 TI normalized angular position
e = tangential angle from the fracture tip, with

e = 2TI from fracture tip to fracture tip

s =o

local wall thinning

initial wall thickness

_ 1
e:* = f e:* (1jJ) d1jJ

o
average wall thinning

G is defined between 0 and 1 (0 2.- G2.-1). Small values of G indicate ex
tremely nonuniform, and high values uniform circumferential deformation of
the cladding.

The results of Gare plotted versus total circumferential elongation (TCE)
for some of the rod simulators, of the unirradiated rods, and of the irra
di ated rods in Fi g. 25. No di fference i s evi dent between the different
types of rods, i .e. the deformation of the cladding circumference was not
influenced by thenuclear environment. With G values around 0.6 to 0.7 the
distribution seems more uniform than nonuniform.

The possibil ity was checked of usi ng the Radi al-Strai n Local i zation Para
meter Wby Chung and Kassner /4/ for the descr;ption of the uniformity of
thecladding circumference. The result of this investigation was that the
Wparameter (a) is very sensitive on the evaluation of the wall thickness
at the fracture tip, (b) is not independent from the total circumferential
elongation, i.e. for a given wall thickness at the fracture tip it oe:
creases with increasing TCE.
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4.5 Rupture opening dimensions and orientations

All rupture openings of the FR2 in-pile test rodswere in the axial

direction, because the tangential stress in the cladding material is

higher than the axial stress during the ballooning. The rupture opening

data,i .e. axial and angular position, rupture length, and maximumwidth,

are given in Table 11, Appendix A.
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The 1ength vari ed between 4 mm (Tests G 1. 2 and G 1. 5) and 62 mm (Test F

1), the maximum crack wi dth between 0.1 mm (Test E5) and 11 mm (Test G

3.3). An influence of the burst temperature (zircaloy phases 0., a+'ß , and
ß) on the burst shape as described in /4/ could not be detected in'the

results of the FR2 In-pile Tests.

The axial location of the rupture generally occurred in the region of

maximum strain, i .e. the burst strain was identical to the maximum cir

cumferential elongation. This is valid for all tests with two exceptions:

rod simulators BSS 22 and BSS 26. The rupture of BSS 26 was located about

75 mm below the elevation of maximum strain. This might be explained by

greater azimuthal temperature vqriations of the rupture elevation compared

to the position of maximum strain. BSS 22 was the only test rod of the

enti re program presenti ng two ruptures, one was located 50 mm above and

the other one 10 mm below the elevation of maximum strain. Since it takes
i nternal overpressure for a rupture, the two ruptures must either have

occurred simultaneously, or the first rupture was temporarily re-closed

before the internal pressurewas totally rel i eved. The closure of the

first rupture may have been caused by a fragment of an alumina ring

pellet, or - more likely - by contact of the cladding with the shroud. The

1atter assumpti on seems more probabl e regardi ng the 64% ci rcumferenti al

elongation at the location of the first rupture /12/.

For all rods the orientation of the rupture was compared to the initial

wall thickness variations in the rupture plane (see Table 11, Appendix A):

In many tests, the rupture occurred near the orientation of minimum

initial (as-fabricated) wall thickness. However, the number of test rods

that ruptured in the opposite part of the circumference is not negligible.

Thus, azimuthal variation in the initial wallthickness iS önly onepara

meter which can affect the rupture orientation. The azimuthal temperature

di stri bution duri ng the deformation process i s the moreimportant para"

meter /1, 22, 23/.
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4.6. Cladding length change and test rod bending

Cladding length changes for the in-pile tested rods are given in Tablell,

Appendix A, and plotted versus burst temperature in Fig. 26 together with

the approximations of ORNL out-of-pile results /3/ and KfK REBEKA out-of

pile single rod results.
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Figure 26: Cladding length change vs. bursttemperature

No difference in 1ength change was apparent between the uni rradi ated and

irradiated test rods. Nearly all of the rods increased in length. This

indicates that the axial contraction which occurs during ballooning for

temperatures below 8400C /4/, due to the anisotropy of a-phase zircaloy,

was constrained by the pellet stack and the plenum spring. This constraint

possibly contributed to the relatively low circumferential strains of the

FR2 test rods in this temperature range.
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Test rod bending is defined as the maximum deviation of the rod axis from

a strai ght 1i ne drawn between the top and bottom of the rod and i sill us"'"
trated schematically in Fig. 27. The measurementswere made by use of oppo.;.
sing sensors scanning the deformed cladding moving along the rod at sever.;.
al angular positions. The maximum deviation values ranged from 1.0 to
4.6 mm, with an average of 1 to 2 mm, and are given in Table 11, Appen
di x A. Out-of-pil e resul ts /4/ showi ng si gnUi cant bending below 8400C
( a-phase zircaloy) and negligible values above 840oC,could not be con..;
firmed by the in-pile tests with nuclear rods. In particular, the phenome
non learned from out-of-pile results, that - in the a-phase range of zirc.;.
aloy - the axial shrinkage of the cladding bowed the rod in such a way

that the azimuthal hot spot was forced toward the annular pellets surround
ing the heater and the opposite side was lifted away from the heat source
was not observed explicitly in the FR2 In-pile tests with nuclear fuel
rods.

Rod bending

Rupture

Eccentricity of
the balloon

4237-628

Figure 27: Schematic of rod bending
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This may be explained by the fact that a stack of fuel pellets is less

rigid than asolid heater rod. Two of thethree in-pile tests with electri

cally heated simulators which burst in the a-phase range resulted in a

more asymmetric balloon as found in out-of-pile tests.

The orientation of the rod bending in all in-pile tests was consistent

with out-of-pile re~ults /4,23/, i.e. the rupture was on the inside of the

bend. In the ab sol ute amount of bendi ng there was no difference between

the nuclear rods and the simulators tested in-pile (Table 11,Appendix A).

The eccentricity of the balloon (see Fig. 27) was the same order of magni

tude as the bending data.

5. Mechanical behavior of the fuel

5.1 Fuel fragmentation

During the LOCA transient, the fuel in the previously unirradiated test

rads either did not crack or cracked into only a few 1arge fragments. In

most cases only micro-cracks were found in the U02 pellets.

The low rod power userl to simulate decay heat (40 W/cm) was not sufficient

to cause U02 fragmentation. Also, the fuel was not preconditioned before

testing.

The fuel in the irradiated fuel rods, however, was significantly frag

mented. As in commercial fuel rods, pellets in the test rods cracked

during operation at power. Crack patterns, i.e., the number of radial,

tangenti al and transversal cracks in the U02 and hence, the si ze and shape

of the fuel parti cl es are determined by i rradi ati on parameters. Typi cal

crack patterns after irradiation to the highest burnup of 35000 MWd/tu and

the lowest burnup of 2500 MWd/tu are shown by cross sections in Fig. 28.

The crack patterns are comparable with those from transient-tested rods of

the same burnup as can be seen in the same figure. The longitudinal sec

tions of rod C6 (low burnup) and G 1.6 (high burnup), Figure 29, underline

this statement.
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Figure 28: Cross sections of high and low burnup rods show comparable

crack patterns between rods with and without transient test
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2mm

2500 MWd/t C6 35000 MWd/t G 1.6
4237-718

Figure 29: Longitudinal sections of low burnup rod C6 (2500 MWd/tu)
and high burnup rod G 1.6 (35000 MWd/tu)

Fuel fragments after transient testing were found as loose particles, not

si nteredtogether orbondedtothe cl adding. Inthe i rradi ated butnot

transient tested rods occasionallysome particles would adhere sl ightly to

the cladding butcould be easily removed.

Fuel fragments of the reference rods G 1. 6 (35000 M~Jd/tu) and C 6 (2500

MWd/tu) that were irradiated and not transient tested are shown in Fig.30.
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2 500 MVvd/t C6

35000 MWd/t G1.6
4237-717

Figure 30: Fuel pellet fragments from G 1.6 fuel rod (irradiated to
35000 MWd/t, not transient-tested) and C 6 fuel rod (irradiated
to 2500 MWd/t, not transient tested)

5.2 Fue1 re1ocation during the transient testing

Durinq the steady state operation the fue1 pellet fragments of the

preirradiated rodswere held in place by the cladding. When the c1adding

ba1100ned away from the fue1, the fue1 sl umped outward and downward such

that the fragments filled the additional space in the rod provided by the

radial deformation of the c1adding. As a consequence, the pellets lost

their shape in the ballooned sections, and the pellet stack 1ength was

significant1y reduced for rods with major deformations. This phenomenon is

iiiustrated for Test Fl by the neutron radiography (Fig.31).
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Post-Transient

Figure 31: Neutron radiographs of rod F1 (burnup 20 000 MWd/tu).

Comparison between status pre-transient and post-transient

The pellet stack reductions of the test rods are listed in Table 11,

Appendix A. They were between 3 and 83 mm.

In Fig.32 thepercentage reduction of the initially 50 cm high pellet

stack is plotted vs. the relative rod volume increase.* The data points

are rather well approximated by a linear function, indicating that it

takes a minimum volume increase of around 18 % to initiate stack

reduction.

* based on the total rod internal volume consisting-of fission gas

plenum, pressure transducer with connected tubing, gap and dishing

volumes.
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An important question was, whether this type of fuel relocation occurs
before the burst and thus may affect the deformati on, or after the burst
when the deformation process i s essenti ally termi nated. For thi spurpose

two tests, E3 and E4, were performed with a special thermocouple instrumen
tation.
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Figure 32: Pellet stack reduction vs. rod volume increase for the
preirradiated rods.

In both tests, three thermocouples were welded to the claddin~ at the
el evati on of the upper end of the fuel stack to moni tor the co11 apse of
the pellet column. Fig. 33 presents the thermocouple instrumentation and
the cladding temperature and internal pressure histoY'ies of Test E4. Those
of Test E3 looked similar. At the time of burst, the three lower thermo
couples (T 131, T 133, T 135) behaved as usual, i.e., moderate temperature
reduction indicated the increase of gap w; dth and flow of rel atively col d
plenum gas past the TC locations. The severe temperature drop of the upper
thermocouples (T 137, T 138, T 139) at burst time and the relatively slow
temperature increase after the burst, however, clearly indicated fuel
movement. The fuel stack height reduction was about 50 mm in Test E4, as
evaluated from posttest neutron radiographs.
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Figure 33: Test E4 temperature and internal pressure histories

The results from the two tests demonstrated that the fuel movement
happened at or immediately after the burst, so that the deformation was
not affected by the fuel fragmentation. From Test ES with the objective of
freezing a balloon before burst (section 4.3) it was learned that the fuel

column collapsed without a burst, only by ballooning.
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The fuel movement in the deformed rods causes changes of the axial distri

buti on of the heat source which i s of i nterest for the determinati on of

the thermal conditions after the deformation process, e.g., the assessment

of the long-term coolability. By measuring the fuel weight of the rod sec

tions used for particle size analysis (section 5.3) the local fuel mass of

these selected samples was determined. The results are listed in Table 14,

Appendix A. In Fig. 34 the local fuel mass per unit rod internal volume is

plotted vs.the average total ci rcumferenti al elongation (TCE) of the indi

vi dual sampl e.
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Figure 34: Fuel mass per unit volume of deformed cladding tube after
relocation during LOCA burst test
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The diagram shows for most of the samples a decrease offuelmass perunit

rod volume corresponding to the increase of TCE, i.e.corresponding to the
vol urne i ncrease. Thi s means that for these sampl es the fuel mass per uni t

rod 1ength remained constant. These sampl ~s were taken from rod regi ons

with minor deformation. Two samples (of rod E5) were taken frorn the bal

looned section; they show essentiallymore fuel mass per unit volume, but

the absolute value is stillless than the initial one. The fuel mass per

unit rod length and per unit rod surface area (Table 14), however, are

higher than in the undeformed rod.

5.3 Fuel particle size analysis

With the main objective of quantifying a possible additional fuel cracking

during the transient tests, up to three fuel samples were taken frorn

nearly each preirradiated rod and submitted to sieve analyses, which pro

vided a particle size distribution for each sample. As an example seven

such distributions (the samples of test series F) are shown in Fig. 35.

Frorn the body of al1 distributions the following statements werederivp.ri:

Within each test series the particle size distribution of the

reference rod, which was irradiated but not exposed to a transient,

either lieswithin the range of distributions of the transient tested
rods or shows the tendency towards small er parti cl es. This i nrli cates,

that no additional cracking took place during the transient tests.

Althollgh there is some data scatter, all distributions look very simi

1ar: The two 1arqest wei ght fracti ons are at the mesh widths 2 and

3.15 mm. Thus, 65 throllgh 90 wt. % of each sample are particles

between the sizes of 2 and 4 mm. The calculated average particle size
is 2.78 mm.

Look ing for an infl uence of burnup on .parti cle si zedi stri buti on for

the series C (2500 MWd/tu burnup) and series E (8000 MWd/tu), a

tendency towards larger particles than in the other series was found
(see Fig.36).
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From this it may be concluded, that the process of essential cracking
during irradiation in the FR2 reactor was terminated between 8000 and

20 000 MWd/tu burnup.
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FigUre 35: Fuel partiele size distribution for test series F
(20 000 MWd/t)
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Figure 36: Results from sieve analyses of all samples. Average values
per series and average of all series.
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6. Cladding microstructure, oxidation, and microhardness

6.1 Cladding microstructure and microstructural evaluation of cladding

temperature

The cl addi ng mi crostructure of all tested rods was mai nly determi ned by

the local peak temperatures reached duri n~ thetransi ente Coarse-gra i ned
microstructures were observed for the temperature region around the a- to

(a + ß )-phase boundary and within the single-phase ß-range, whereas grain

growth was limited for two-phase microstructures. Even for highly strained

positions of the tubes the grains were equiaxed due to grain boundary

deformation or subsequent recrystallization after the burst.

The appearance of the Zircaloy-4 microstructure was evaluated to estilTJate

the local maximum cl addi ng temperature reached duri ng the in-pi 1e LOCA

transi ents and to quantify azimuthal temperature di fferences. Wi thi n the

(a + ß) - phase region, the approximation Tmax [OC] = 820 + 150 . fß,max

was used to correl ate the vol urne fracti on of the prior ß-phase (fß ,max)

withthe corresponding peak temperature. Recrystallization and grain

growth indicated temperatures in the high a- and low ß-phase regions. The
temperatures determined from the microstructur.es are judged to be reliable

within about ± 15 K for the high (a + ß) -phase range, where the

microstructure is most temperature sensitive, and within about ± 30 K of

uncertainty for the low (a + ß) - phase temperature range /28, 29/.

From the di rect compari son of temperature measurement and mi crostructural

evaluation at positions close to thermocouple welds, no significant

difference between the two TC attachment versi ans A a.nd B (see secti on

3.3)could bedetected. Forthe averaqeof allrödsthe absolute välües of

measurement and mi crostructural resul t cornpared rather well. A cOT'lparison

of both methods for the burst region is given in Table 15, Appendix A. The

accuracy of the temperature measurement based on the comparison of

measurement and microstructural evaluation is described in detail in

Appendix C.
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6.2 Cladding inner and outer oxidation

Compared to the 1i ght gray surface of the sli ghtly oxi di zed cl addi ng of

the fuel rods after preirradiation, the appearance after the transients

was 1ighter or darker gray for all nuclear rods and rod simulators. Some

of the preirradiated rods (and as an exception one of the simul ators)

showed patches of very 1i ght or even whi te oxide, observed essenti ally

within the fuel section, especially near the rupture zone but occasionally

also along the lower weld seam. Although no correlation with the parame

ters of the transients was obvious, the behavior must have resul ted from

slight precorrosion during the preirradiation, leading to defective

scales, which were influencing the subsequent oxidation during the tran

si ent. Thi s 1ocal i zed breakaway behavi or has often been observed but i s

sti 11 not fully expl ained in the literature /30/. A SEM study reveal ed the

spa11ing of thin flakes of the white patches of thick oxide which indi

cated its defective microstructure. SiP1il~rly, cracked oxide and spalling

was al so observed due to largest deformations close. to the burst opening.

This could account for the small patch of white oxide observed for one of

the simulators.

Apart from this localized behavior the oxide layers on the cladding outer

surface . were dense, adherent, and axially cracked due to cladding

deformati on. After cl adding burst, the continued oxi dati on formed crack

free, smooth oxide sublayers. In Fig. 37, the local oxide layer thickness

of samples from all test series is plotted versus the pertinent maximum

cladding temperature. The Zr02 layer thickness varied between about 2 and

8 pm for both fresh and irradiated rods, and for rod simulators. This

amount of oxidation at the outer cladding surface is comparable to

ollt"of"pileresults.Local valuesof up· to about40 ;um inconnectionwith

white oxi de and resul ts up to about 15 pm for seri ously cracked oxi de at

excessively strained positions were excluded from the plot. With the

exception of the early occurrence of localized breakaway behavior, no

modification of the steam oxidation at the outer cladding surface in

comparison to out-of-pile conditions could be detected /31, 32/. The

observed oxidation did not influence the circumferential strain.
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Figure37: Steam oxidation of the cladding outer surface

The oxidation of the inner surface was primarily eaused by steam aeeess

after the burst. Close to the burst opening, the thiekness of the inner

oxide layer was slightly less than the thiekness of the outer layer, for

fresh rods, simulators and lower burnup rads. However, for irradiated rods

of higher burnup (series Fand G), the inner oxide layer was signifieantly

thieker than the outer layer (Fig.38). This result ean be explained by

assuming the growth of a less proteetive interior seale under an atmo

sphere of steam, evolved hydrogen, residual fill gas, and volatile fission

products. Deeisive for this behavior seems to be the suffieient pre-eorro

si on during the higher burnup preirradi ati on,whicheanpredetermine . the

subsequent oxi dati on in a s imil ar manner as deseribed for the extern al

eladding surfaee. So, this behavior is not interpreted as a direet influ

ence of in-pile eonditions.

The oxide layers were found to decrease in thiekness with inereasinq

distanee from the burst. Essentially no oxide was found on the inner

surfaee more than about 100 mm from the burst loeation.
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A sl ight oxidation reaetion only was indieated there, and farther away

from the burst, by either a thin seam of a-Zr(O) or modification of the

border of the bul k (01, + ß) - or ß- Zi real oy mi erostrueture. Thi s behavi or

is interpreted by steam eonsumption near the burst loeation.

2500 MWd/t. Rod C2 35000 MWd/t, Rod G1.4

at burst orientation

opposite burst onentatlon

at ourst onemanon

opposIte Durst onentatlon
4237-721

Figure 38: Inner and outer oxide layer at burst elevations of low
burnup rod C2 and high burnup rod G 1.4 (with increased
oxide thickness)
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6.3 Cladding microhardness

Microhardness profiles (Vickers method, 25 g load) could essentially not
be correlated with the various factors as oxidation, strain, and subse
quent recovery or recrysta11 i zati on, and peak temperature or mi crostruc

ture. The average val ues of the series of all LOCA-tested fuel rods and

simulators form a broad common scatter band around the initial hardness of
the as-manufactured tubing. After preirradiation a common scatter band of
substantially higher hardness level was observed, which is due to irradia

tion damage. Complete recovery of this damage is indicated durin~ the tran

sient by the preirradiated test rads (Fiq. 39).
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Figure 39: Cladding microhardness VHN for as-received, unirradiated,
transient tested CBSS, A, B), and preirradiated and

transient tested specimens CE, F, G}
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7. Chemical behavior of the fuel and fission products and fission gas

release

7.1 Chemical interaction of the fuel and fission products with the

zircaloy cladding

Chemical interactions between the U02 fuel and the zircaloy were not
pronounced. Thi s was because the cl addi ng i s generally detached from the

fuel during the heatup phase of a LOCA (due to the rod internal over

pressure ) so that the oxygen of the fuel can be transported from the U02
to the zi real oy vi a the gas phase only, and reacti ons goi ng vi a the gas

phase are considerably slower than the reactions under conditions of solid

contact between fuel and cladding material /33, 34/. In addition, the time

at temperature is short for a LOCA transient. Thus, the fuel caused little
or no internal cladding oxidation during the transient. The resulting thin

oxygen-stabilized a- Zr(O) or oxygen-modified layer had no influence on
the burst strain of the claddinq.

Also, the volatile fission products, e.q. iodine, did not influence the
burst behavior even of the high burnup fuel rods. In all cases the

cladding failed in a ductile mode. The fact that no fission product-in

duced low ductility cladding failure occurred is probably because the

fission product concentration at the inner cladding surface was too low.
Laboratory experiments demonstrated the cladding failure as a reduction in

burst strain for temperatures up to about 8500C /35/. The iodine concen

tration, in which the cladding failure mode changed from ductile to

brittle (critical iodine concentration), .depended strongly on temperature
/36/. Compari ng the criti cal i odi ne concentrati ons determined from out-of

pile tests with the iodine supply in a fuel rod after a burnup of 35 000

MWd/tu, it is apparent that an influence of iodine on the burst strain can

actual1y be expected to occur only at temperatu'res ~ 7000C. At higher tem
peratures, the iodine supply in the fuel rod is lower than the critical

iodine concentration required for iodine-induced stress-corrosion cracking

of zircaloy cladding /36, 37/.

The many incipient cracks detected at the inner claddinq surface of

in-pile tested fuel rods confirm that the iodine concentration was not

sufficient at the inner surface to cause crack propagation.
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Figure 40 shows results of metallographie posttest examinations of fuel
rods with burnup of 20 000 and 35 000 MWd/tu, respectively. On the inner
cladding surface,incipient cracks are apparent similar to those observed

in the out-of-pile experiments in which the iodine concentration was too
low to cause low ductility cladding failure. At axial cladding positions
where little or no plastic deformation occurred or in test rods with low
burnup fuel, no crack formation on the inner cladding surface was evident
(Fig.40).

deform"ed

regions

deformed
regions

(transient
tested)

a

undeformed

region

b

undeformed
.region

(not transient
tested)

4237-720

Figure 40: Fuel cladding interfaces of a 20 000 MWd/tu burnup fuel rod
(Fl) which failed during an in-pile LOCA transient at 8900C
(40a) and of 35 000 MWd/tu burnup fuel rods which failed
during in-pile transients at temperatures ~ 7800C (40b)

In general, the probability of an iodine~induced low-ductility cladding
failure during a LOCA is very small becaüse burst temperatures< 7000e are
rather un1ike1y for commercia1 PWR fue1 rods under LOCA conditions as this

wou1d require unrea1istica11y hiph interna1 pressures.
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7.2 Fuel swelling and fission gas release

The swell i ng of the fuel was eval uated by measurements of the density in

carbon tetrachloride before and after irradiation. During preirradiation

the fuel density had increased up to about 3 % burnup. This was due to a

volume-averaged maximum swelling rate of about 1 % per 1 at.% burnup and

an irradiation-induced densification to about 2 % residual porosity. There

was no noticeable swelling durin~ the transient tests.

The fission gas release durinq the transient could not be measured direct

ly because the test rods ruptured. The rel ease val ues were deducerl from

measurements of the retained fission gas /5, 11/.

The fission gas release during preirradiation had increased from< 0.3 %

at 0.9 % burnup to 2.7 - 7.8 % at 3.7 - 3.8 % burnup. Most of the retained

fission gas was in the matrix.

The fission gas release during the transient tests was insignificant. It

was small because onlya fraction of the gas accumulated in grain bound

aries could escape via cracks in the fuel. The fission gas release dllring

a LOCA is generally small and depends on the fission gas distribution in

the fuel which is determined by the steady state irradiation conditions.

8. Results from posttest calculations with the SSYST computer code

Four in-pile tests (A 1.1, A 2.3, B 1.7, and F 4) were rosttest calculated

usi ng the SSYST-2 computer code /38/. The SSYST code isa modul ar rroqram

system that allows the analysis of a LWR fuel rod during a loss-of-coolant

accident /39/. The calculations as a supplementary study on the deforma

tion behavior of the test rods were made in part to investigate the possi

bilities of the SSYST code llsing specific thermohydraulic and geometrical

test condi ti ons (superheated stagnant steam, flow reversal in the test

section) different from reactor conditions. For this reason, some modifica

tions in the modelling of the tests were necessary.
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So the heat flux of the test rod surface was calculated by STATI-3, a heat

conducti on code /40/, on the basi s of RELAP-4 cal cul ati ons for the fi rst
six seconds of the transient when convective heat transfer was essential.

The heat fl ux data were input to the SSYST code in form of heat transfer

coefficients.

It was 1earned that the cal cul ated cl adding temperatures showed better

agreement with the measurements when the thermocouple leads were modelled

as additional mass of the cladding, since this additional mass was also to

be heated up during the transient, especially at the higher rod elevations

where all TC leads were concentrated. Thus the upper end of the rod with

six thermocouples experienced a slower temperature rise due to the in

creased heat capacity compared to the lower elevations with less TC mate

rial. The influence of the TC leads on the heatup rate is demonstrated
with Fi g. 41.
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the cladding, STATT 3 calculation
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of the axial power profile on the cladding deformation.
Comparison with the measured deformation profile.
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At upper rod elevations, for instance, with six TC leads passing therod

the heatup rate was reduced by a factor of 1.06 at 40 W/cm.

The strong influence of the power profile on the rod deformation is

demonstrated in Fig. 42. The strain profiles of test A 1.1 (peaking factor

1.4) and test F 4 (peakinq factor 1.07) are compared in this figure. The

power profiles depicted in the same fiqure were evaluated from measure

ments, i.e. neutron flux and burnup profiles in connection with the

averaged rod powers. Test A 1.1 exhibited an extremely localized balloon

influenced bythe axial constraint of the cladding by the lower end plug.

Figure 42 presents the calculational results obtained with the two-dimen

si onal heat transfer model. The shortcomi ng of the one-dimensi onal model

in comparison with the 20 model is illustrated for Test A 1~1 in Fiq. 43.
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Figure 43: Comparison of one-dimensional and two-dimensional calculations
fOr iest A 1.1 using SSYSi computer code
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In thi s fi gure the number of the axi al nodes was decreased. As a conse

quence, the two-dimensi onal model resul ts in a di fferent step curvecom

pared to the calculations with a higher number ofaxial nodes in Figure

42. The one-dimensional heat transfer calculation did not take into ac

count the heat transfer in the axial direction. Particularly at the ends

of the active zone and for steep power gradients along the heated length

the heat transfer had to be calculated in both directions, radial and

axial, to improve the calculated deformation at the ends of the rod.

The improvement in the calculation using the two-dimensional heat transfer

model far the cladding strain as a function of time is also illustrated in

Fig. 44 for Test A 1.1. The calculated strain curves are to be compared to

the burst point in this figure.
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A similar improvement in the calculations could be reached by linking the

axial nodes mechanically, via the moment of flexion. Fiqure 45 compares

one-dimensional calculations of Test A 1.1 with and without a mechanical

linkage of the axial nodes. From this comparison it was learned that the

influence of edge constraint, that is apparent in the measured deformation

profi 1e of Test A 1.1, coul d be better modell ed wi th the 1i nkage of the

axial nodes. For the purpose of the edge effect the number ofaxial nodes

need to be increased at the end of the rod.

The similarity between the calculational results using the node linkage

(Fig. 45) and the two-dimensional model (Fig. 43) was accidental. The

effect of the thermal linkage of the nodes (two-dimensional heat transfer)

extended axially from the end farther into the rod than that of the

mechanical linkage model.
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9. Summary of results, conclusion, and discussion

The important resu1ts of the FR2 In-pile tests can be summarized as
fo110ws:

- All ball ooned rods showed some ci rcumferenti a1 strain extendi ng over
the entire heated 1ength. The deformation profile was inf1uenced by the
axial power profile and 10ca11y by the thermocoup1e we1ding points.

l~ith two excepti ons the test rods burst at the 1ocati on of maximum
total ci rcumferenti a1 e1 ongati on (TeE), whi ch was 10cated at or near
the peak power position.

- The burst data of the tests with nuc1ear fue1 rods (burst temperature,
burst pressure, and burst strain) were simi1ar to the resu1ts obtained
with own tests using e1ectrica11y heated simulators and those from
various out-of-pi1e experiments. No inf1uence of burnup on the burst
data was detected.

- The tests with previous1y irradiated rods resu1ted in fragmented fue1
pell ets in the rod secti ons with major deformati on. The pell et frag
ments re10cated outward and downward, fi11ing the space in the fue1 rod
created by the ba1100n.

- Fue1 pellet fragmentation did not affect the c1adding deformation
process.

Mi crostructura1 eva1 uati on of the maximum cl adding temperature indi
cated azimutha1 temperature differences between 0 andabout 100 K.
Microstructure essentia11y confirmed the temperature measurements.

- Steam oxidation of the c1adding outer surface was comparab1e to out-of
pile resu1ts with the exception of occasiona1 observations of 10ca1ized
excessive oxide growth for the preirradiated rods.

Inner oxi de 1ayers of consi derab1 e thi ckness were on1y observed near
the burst position and were caused by steam access via the rupture
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opening and steam consumption in itsvicinity. In .the fresh and the10w

burnup rods, the thi ckness of the inner oxi de 1ayer was sl ight1y 1ess

than that of the outer 1ayer.However, in the high burnup rods, the

inner oxide 1ayer was significant1y thicker than the outer 1ayer. This

is interpreted by the growth of defective sca1es during preirradiation

to high burnup.

No inf1uence of fission products on c1adding burst strain was detected.

Fission gas release during the LOCA transient was neg1 igib1e. It was

caused primari1y by microcrack formation in the fue1. Fue1 swe11ing was

neg1igib1e, too.

From theseresu1ts it is conc1uded that there is no inf1uence of a nuc1ear

environment on the mechanisms offue1 rod fai1ure during a LOCA.

This conc1usion is strict1y val id on1y within the boundary conditions of

the FR2 tests. Specific 1imitations are discussed be10w:

1) The test rods were irradiated in the FR2 research reactor at 1inear

heatgeneration rates typica1 for power reactors (PWR), but with 10wer

cladding and fue1 surface temperatures, and 10wer coo1ant pressure. How

ever, the appearance of the cracked fue1 (number, size, and form of the

fue1 fragments ) was reactor-typi cal. Because of the 10wer cool ant pres

sure, the cladding did not creep down onto the fue1. For nominal gap

size, the fuel-c1addin9 gap was therefore too wide so that the gap clo

sure occurred 1ater. To compensate for this, some test rods were fabri

cated with a smaller gap. However, no effect of gap width on the defor

mation and burst data was found. This confirms ana1ytical resu1ts, that

gap size is of re1ative1y sma1l importance during the heatup phase of a

LOCA. Therefore, the test rods irradiated in the FR2 reactor may be

regarded as sufficient1y typica1 of power reactor rods.

2) The FR2 tests s imul ated the second heatup phase of a LOCA wi thout the

preceding b1owdown or subsequent ref100ding phases. For the typi ca1

cold-leg break LOCA as defined by 1icens;ng requirements (early DNB and

no rewetting during blowdown), the b1owdown phase ;s of minor impor

tance with respect to fue1 fa;lure by ballooning and rupture.
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During the heatup to the first cladding temperature peak, in the blow
down phase, coolant pressure is still relatively high, so that internal

overpressure does not occur. At the end of the blowdown phase, when the
rod i nternal pressure cl early exceeds the cool ant pressure , cl addi ng
temperature is relatively 10w. Thus, the probability of fuel rod fail
ure i s much 10wer during the blowdown phase than during the subsequent

second heatup phase, provided that internal test rod pressures are not
chosen unrealistically high for fuel behavior tests.

3) Comparison of out-of-pile tests with and without reflooding /14/ had

shown that the cooling effect of two-phase flow during reflooding in

creased az imuthal cl addi ng temperature differencess and thus reduced
cladding deformation. The FR2 tests were performed without reflooding.
However, azimuthal temperature variations of up to 80 K for the nuclear
rods and up to 100 K for the electrically heated simulators, respective
ly, were determined from microstructural examination of the claddinq.
Therefore, substantial azimuthal temperature differences may develop
across nuclear rods during heatup even without convective heat transfer
caused by reflooding.

In summary, the limitations of the FR2 tests did not affect the conclusion
drawn from the test resul ts, that there i s no i nfl uence of anucl ear envi
ronment on the mechanisms of fuel rod failure during a LOCA, initiated by
a guillotine break of a main coolant inlet pipe in a reactor.
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10,42
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10,44
10,44
10,44
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10,45
10,45

10,42
10,42
10,43
10,43 .
10,44
10,45
10,45
10,44
10,44
10,45
10,45
10,43

,e zone Void volumes Cladding dimensions Pellet OD Cold
00 ID Wall thiekness diametral

jht tuel plenum dishing gap total(a) mean stand. mean stand. Wmax Wmin eeeentri- mean stand. gap
density dev. dev. eity b) dev.

g/em3 em3 em" em3 em3 mm /-Im mm /-Im mm mm % mm /-Im mm

16,086 0,780 1,552 30,642 10,758 3,13 9,303 3,87 0,744 0,711 2,1 9.112 2.05 0.191

Aeti

.... ..L.
330
330,5
330,0
329,5
329,5

330,0
330,0
330,0
330,0
329,0
329,0
329,5
333,5
334,0

330,0
330,0
329,5
330,0
329,5
330,5

329,0
329,0
329,0
329,0
328,5
329,5

3291,5
329,5
3291,5
3291,5
330,5
3291,5

333,0
334,0
335',0
335,0
334,5
335,0
330,0
329,5
334,5
33~i,0

335',5
334,0

length wei

Test Rod Fuel rod
No. length

-'-~
I mm

AU 15 973,02 I 497,80
A1.2 14 972,93 498,07
A2.1 16 972,86 497,79
A2.2 17 972,98 496,97
A2.3 18 972,90 496,94

81.1 20 972,87 497,84
81.2 21 972,84 497,45
81.3 22 972,90 497,96
81.4 23 972,88 498,13
81.5 24 972,89 496,90
81.6 25 972,94 497,48
81.7 30 972,89 498,08
83.1 1 972,94 499,40
83.2 2 972,97 499,20

C1 56 972,92 497,70
C2 57 972,90 497,85
C3 '59 972.85 497,00
C4 60 972,80 497,50
C5 63 972,92 497,10
C6 62 972,91 498,30

E1 44 972,06 496,66
E2 45 972,81 496,70
E3 46 972,95 497,05
E4 47 973,00 497,35
E5 48 972,92 496,82
E6 49 972,87 497,20

F1 37 972,87 497,84
F2 38 972,86 497,35
F3 39 972,86 497,20
F4 40 972,97 497,26
F5 43 972,87 498,45
F6 41 972,98 497,32

G1.1 3 972,95 498,70
G1.2 4 972,98 499,40
G1.3 5 973,04 500,30
G1.4 7 972,94 500,30
G1.5 9 972,91 500,00
G1.6 8 973,03 500,30
G2.1 35 972,88 498,20
G2.2 36 972,91 497,94
G3.1 12 972,89 499,90
G3.2 11 972,95 502,80
G3.3 10 972,93 500,40
G3.6 6 973,01 499,45

(a) Total = plenum, dishing, and gap volumes plus volumes ot tubing and pressure transdueer (12.25 em3)

(b) Eec:entricity = Wmax"Wmln , evaluated tor elevation 01 rupture plane
Wmax +Wmln

(e) Nominal data
,-
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Series Accumulated Average Accumulated Shutdowns
exposure rod power burnup during

time per cycle irradiation

d W/cm MWd/tu

C 37,2 394,0 2410 0

19,6 371,9 1249
E 56,4 357,8 3508 12

96,3 322,3 5714
132,9 347,3 7895

37,3 360,1 2309
79,4 423,7 5377

122,2 384,6 8206
164,3 373,5 10909

F 194,5 368,9 12825 32
237,5 344,4 15371
274,7 345 17577
315,5 301,9 19695
337,8 250 20653

45 424,2 3255
89,3 424,2 6458

134,1 377 9337
179,3 373 12212
216,8 489,5 15342
259,1 401,5 18237
301,7 364,8 20888

G1 343,8 347,3 23380 53
374 318,7 25022
417 307,7 27278
454,2 293,1 29137
495 277,4 31066
538,4 320,5 33439
572,4 271 35010
595,7 247,7 35993

44,0 360,1 2718
89,0 331,0 5272
126,3 387,0 7750
168,7 456,9 11072
211,2 438,2 14268
253,3 400,9 17163
283,5 211,5 18269

G2/3 326,5 408,5 21275 62
363,6 303,6 23210
404,4 261,1 25040
447,8 266,9 27028
481,8 243,6 28446
505,1 215,6 29306
535,5 208,0 30391
573,2 184,3 31584
609,2 180,7 32701
650,3 184,2 34001
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In-pile test rod power data

Test Local rod power derived from temperature rise Power derived Flux profile Power profile
at thermocouplelocation at rupture from enthalpy 0 max Elevation Nmax Elevation

midplane balance ,-- ofmax -r::r of max
T131 T132 T133 T134 T135 T136

W/cm W/cm W/cm W/cm W/cm W/cm W/cm W/cm mm[cl mm[c]

Al.1 31,2 29,0 25,6 24,4 19,2 31 1,406 0 1406 0
A12 35,5 44,7 46,3 42 42,5 1,055 400 1,055 400
A2 .. 1 71,0 66,0 66,0 71,0 74,0 71 54,0 1,012 300 1,012 300
A22 48,1 48,1 48,1 47,8 50,9 48 40,6 1,031 50 1,031 50
A23 50,9 46,9 47,8 46,3 47,8 41,6 51 42,8 1,017 50 1,017 50

B1.1 58,6 56,5 64,8 65,4 52,4 51,2 65 40,1 1,010 100 1,010 100
B12 38,5 37,0 39,2 35,5 38,5 35,5 36 39,1 1,011 100 1,011 100
B1.3 49,3 49,3 49,3 46,3 50,3 45,3 49 39,3 1,010 300 1,010 300
B1,4 42,2 38,2 40,1 38,5 38,5 39,2 40 41,7 1,023 100 1,023 100
B1.5 39,2 37,0 37,0 35,5 35,5 35,5 39 41,4 1.013 25 1,013 25
B1.6 36,0 36,0 36,0 36,0 35,2 33,6 36 40,8 1,011 50 1,011 50
B1.7 38,7 43,7 44,5 38,3 (43) 56,7 1,025 25 1,025 25
B3.1 40,4 41,6 41,0 41,6 40,4 39,2 42 39,7 1,008 250 1,008 250
B32 48,1 48,1 48,4 47,2 45,3 45,6 48 40,6 1,009 300 1,009 300

C1 49,5 47,2 44,5 43,7 44,2 44,5 50 45,0 1009 125 1,009 125
C2 45,5 45,2 43,7 41,3 39,3 37,8 46 47,1 1,033 0 1,033 0
C3 47,2 44,8 43,4 42,5 42,2 42,2 47 47,1 1,035 0 1.035 0
C4 43,9 43,0 42,2 39,2 37,6 37,8 44 47,8 1,034 25 1,034 25
C5 35,8 36,1 34,4 36,1 33,7 36 40,9 1,032 25 1,032 25

E1 45,1 45,1 46,0 44,3 41,7 34,3 45 38,0 1,047 0 1,047 0
E2 42,8 43,7 43,5 40,8 31,6 33,2 43 42,8 1,045 0 1,045 0
E3 40,0 41,3 40,8 41 37,0 1,040 0 1,040 0
E4 42,5 44,0 40,8 43 38,3 1,046 0 1,046 0
E5 42,2 42,2 44,0 41,3 40,8 37,0 42 40,2 1,044 0 1,044 0

F1 49,7 43,2 46,3 43,2 39,5 40,1 43 41,2 1,029 25 1,037 375
F2 35,5 34,0 36,0 37,9 37,6 37,0 38 40,4 1,017 25 1,051 400
F3 43,8 41,9 41,6 42,2 41,6 41,3 42 36,0 1,021 25 1,047 400
F4 43,2 45,3 44,7 45,3 44,7 44,7 45 41,0 1,009 325 1,075 450
F5 43,2 43,2 42,2 41,6 40,7 40,7 42 36,3 1,020 25 1,047 400

G11 44,6 44,6 44,4 40,6 40,3 39,4 42 39,8 1,010 100 1,096 500
G12bJ 50,0 42,0 47,0 45,5 48,5 46,5 47 45,4 1,025 50 1,077 500
G13 38,5 38,5 38,5 38,5 37,5 37,8 39 37,5 1,017 50 1,090 500
G1.4 27,7 27,4 27,7 30,0 29,7 28,2 28 23,1 1,013 75 1,096 500
G15aJ 41,0 41,0 42,2 41,0 38,2 41,0 41 38,5 1,012 100 1,096 500
G21 53,9 54,2 49,0 54,9 51,5 48,4 49 56,5 1,012 100 1.052 450
G2.2 49,8 46,6 46,6 46,6 46,0 47,5 47 54,4 1,026 50 1,037 450
G3.1 43,7 43,7 45,1 43,7 45,1 40,7 45 52,4 1,026 50 1.036 450
G3,2 53,9 52,4 49,8 55,6 57,1 53,0 54 51,2 1,027 50 1,036 450
G33 35,7 37,9 32,7 37 54,9 1,023 50 1,042 450

laI Temperature rise at 600°C
[bI Temperaiure rise ai 450°C
leI Distance fram battorn of fuel stack
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Table 11: Dimensional results of the posttest examinations

Test Rupture opening Balloon Maximum rod bending Rod Pellet

Elevation Length Max. Orientation Eccentri- Orientation Elevation Max. length stack
of midplane width to min. wall city to rupture [b] bending change reduction

thickness [b]

mm[a] mm mm degrees mm degrees mm [al mm % mm

AU 40 19 1,3 72 1,11
A 1.2 0.93
A 2.1 237 35 9,0 120 0,1 130 270 1,28 0.19
A 2.2 145 50 5,5 24 0,1 165 300 3,00 0.04
A 2.3 144 19 4,5 63 0,4 145 450 1,10 1,43

B1.1 290 41 9,5 6 0,1 140 130 1,80 0.63
B 1.2 338 11 1,8 60 0,3 0 450 1,80 0,89
B 1.3 280 36 8,5 63 0,0 210 1,08
B1.4
B 1.5 159 45 3,9 130 0,2 90 420 2,40 0,78
B 1.6 290 28 9,5 10 0,5 150 190 1,00 0,17
B 1.7 258 49 9,6 45 0,4 159 500 1,72 0,26
B 3.1 239 27 9,8 117 0,2 140 170 1,42 0.53
B 3.2 242 33 8,2 40 0,2 168 150 1,74 0,77

C 1 168 31 6,9 57 0,3 165 470 2,20 0,74 44
C2 90 25 7,6 63 0,4 165 460 1,95 0,90 16
C3 158 33 10,5 49 1,3 175 130 2,50 -0,38 39
C4 186 42 9,0 165 0,4 170 280 1,90 0,08 58
C5 70 18 2,1 104 0,2 8 480 3,70 1,52 34

E 1 170 13 3,4 24 0,4 47 390 3,10 1,28 22
E2 130 17 7,5 7 1,3 175 350 5,40 0,0 22
E3 315 14 6,0 94 0,2 40 380 2,72 0,80 15
E4 112 31 4,3 8 1,0 135 400 3,10 -0.24 49
E5 65 6 - 0,1 50 0,3 18 430 5,10 0.38 82

F 1 342 62 6,1 7 1,0 175 390 3,40 -0,20 83
F 2 410 14 2,6 71 0,1 15 460 1,90 0,40 17
F3 331 20 6,0 93 0,3 130 360 1,80 0,70 22
F4 324 28 9,0 35 0,7 175 350 4,60 0.62 29
F5 325 31 8,0 53 0,5 167 360 1,50 0,12 48

G 1.1 450 1,30 0,80 1
G 1.2 299 4 0,4 42 0,2 2 500 1,70 0,70 3
G 1.3 322 27 2,6 98 0,2 136 490 1,40 0,92 62
G1.4 317 25 10,0 31 0,6 153 340 2,30 0.14 14
G 1.5 347 44 7,2 108 0,0 0 400 2,30 45
G 2.1 445 6 1,5 136 0,2 127 470 1,70 0,58 6
G 2.2 279 33 10,9 10 0,2 152 220 1,30 0,12 36
G 3.1 281 29 7,2 156 0,6 180 260 1,80 1,06 35
G 3.2 212 39 9,7 126 0,3 180 190 1,70 67
G 3.3 298 27 11,0 48 0,6 154 270 2,40 0,08 28

BSS12 259 42 8,5 0,8 175 490 3,20
8SS21
BSS22 [cl 219 13 0,8 12 0,5 160 250 1,80
BSS23 295 23 7,8 40 0,5 176 500 1,00
BSS24 285 14 3,2 163 0,3 160 340 2,30
BSS25 266 33 9,6 144 0,3 165 200 2,50
BSS26 204 28 9,0 60 0,4 130 470 3,60
BSS28 192 8 1,2 50 1,2 10 350 2,40

[al Distance from bollom of fuel stack [cl Rupture "A"

[b] Smallest angle



Circumferential elongation -t
elose to the ruptured region

s:»
Rupture at max. elongation in the ruptured region 0"
openlnu ....

Distance t'D
Test I Elevation lram

01 L.en9th rupture lower upper ....
midplane , midplane , Elevation , Elevation , Elevation , Elevation , Elevation end end , Elevation , Elevation N

mm(a) Olm % Olm % mm(a) % mm(a) % mm(a) % mm(a) % mm(a) % % % mm(a) % Olm (al

AU 40 19 64,0 - 53,0 53.0 ('")

Al.2 - - - ....
A2.1 237 35 36,2 + 2,9 31,8 249 23,3 196bl 23,8 199bl 25,4 278bl 34,0 31,5 33,5 216 31,0 258

.,
A2.2 145 50 56,3 + 5,6 54,6 154 51.0 168 - - - 45,0 50.0 - n
A2.3 144 19 34.7 + 2,4 33.2 134 - - 33,2 28,0 Ca
81.1 290 41 29.0 + 1,0 29,0 289 28,4 292 27,5 293 24,5 309 - 25,5 23.5 - ~
81.2 338 11 25,7 6.0 24,0 338 21,3 339 23,2 340 20,4 341 25,7 23,4 19,9 330 t'D
81.3 280 36 34,2 + 1,0 26,5 251 32,1 296 - 29,0 31.0 .,
81.4 - - - t'D
81.5 159 45 60,4 - 22,1 58,6 165 57,4 167 59,2 168 - 59,0 47.5 58,0 136 45,1 183 ~

81.6 290 28 38,0 + 2,5 37,4 302 32,5 35,0 27,5 269 30,8 309 C'+
81.7 258 49 34,1 + 2,0 30.9 239 32,4 241 32,4 263 - - - 30.0 25.0 28,5 230 24,0 285

....
s:»83t 239 27 36,9 + 0,1 30,3 230 36,9 237 33.6 251 29,0 32,0 28,3 219 26,9 256 ....

83.2 242 33 49,9 + 0,3 48,1 245 39.2 251 36.2 256 - 37.5 33,5 33,4 222 32,5 261

Cl 168 31 51,2 + 1,5 38,5 153 41.1 156 50.3 170 38,5 37,0 31.3 149 32,3 188 t'D
C2 90 25 38,8 4.0 35.2 78 37.0 81 37.3 88 - - 35.2 28,0 27.1 74 25,8 107 ....
C3 158 33 36,7 2,0 36,4 159 32,5 31,0 28.6 136 28,4 177 0
C4 186 42 44,4 + 1,0 42.7 190 - - - - 38,0 38,0 35,4 160 36.5 210 ~

C5 70 18 62,2 + 2,3 61.3 69 52,0 56,0 52,0 60 55,7 79 (,Q
s:»

El 170 13 30,4 1.0 - 29,5 26,0 29,0 162 23.8 179 C'+
E2 130 17 46.0 + 1.0 - - 37,0 41.0 27,2 116 30,1 146 ....
E3 315 14 30,9 + 6,0 28,2 315 - 18,0 30.0 16,0 304 25.0 325 0 00
E4 112 31 55,5 + 2,0 - 34,0 43.0 31,6 93 39,2 131 ~ W
E5 65 6 67,4cl +24,0 66,4 134bl - 67.0 67,0 63,3 44 67,4 89

0
Fl 342 62 59,0 - 19,4 52,9 333 48,4 347 44.9 350 37,2 361 36.0 364 56,0 34,0 55.9 311 33.1 374 ~
F2 410 14 37,5 + 2,0 34,9 404 33,4 406 35,8 409 36,6 411 36,6 414 33.0 32,5 27,4 399 28,9 421
F3 331 20 27,3 + 2,5 23,7 321 21,9 323 23,7 326 26.1 336 25.5 339 23,7 26,1 16.5 316 18.2 345 C'+
F4 324 28 34,1 + 3,6 26,7 310 25,8 312 34,1 337 26,7 34,1 - - :::::r
F5 325 31 41,2 + 4,5 35,3 308 38,3 317 40,6 330 38.9 340 35,3 38,9 29,9 305 31,9 344 t'D
Gl.l - - - - .,
Gl.2 299 4 29,5 2,3 28.3 299 27,4 300 - - 29,0 27,4 29,5 297 26,1 301 C
Gl.3 322 27 62,3 + 3,6 46.9 308 62,3 337 46,9 62,3 38,1 304 58,2 340 1:1
Gl,4 317 25 32,6 + 1.5 32,3 305 29,4 323 - - 32,3 27.5 26,4 297 25,8 335 C'+
G1.5 347 44 40,8 5,0 39.1 339 37,0 345 37,6 346 34.3 351 33.2 362 37,3 37,0 32,3 321 35,2 373 C
G2.1 445 6 31.7 + 3,1 26.1 446 29,6 450 27,0 452 22,0 31,7 13,0 437 24,6 452 .,
G2.2 279 33 28.3 + 1.3 27,4 278 22,1 293 27,1 295 - - 25,0 27,1 23,1 259 23,8 299 t'D
G3.1 281 29 45.7 + 4.0 32,4 267 35,1 270 43,7 283 - - 32,4 38.0 26.6 262 33,9 300 Q"
G3.2 212 39 41,4 + 11.0 32,2 193 33,6 197 38,1 212 - - 32,2 40,5 31,4 189 40,1 235
G3.3 298 27 32,4 + 1.2 31,8 285 24,4 287 32,1 302 31,8 28.0 26,2 279 27.0 316

.,
t'D

8SS12 259 42 35.3 + 3.0 35,0 238 34,4 240 35.0 264 35.3 278 34.1 280 35,0 34.1 30,5 235 31,9 283 (,Q
8SS21 - - ....
8SS22 219 13 63.8cl - 49.0 61.7 204 56.1 219 53.1 222 61.1 164 57,2 162 60,0 52,4 60,2 212 52.2 226 0
8SS23 293 23 40.1 0.0 - - 32.0 33,0 26,7 276 30,0 310 ~

8SS24 285 14 30.3 1.0 - - 24,0 25.0 21,0 275 17,9 296 VI
8SS25 266 33 28,5 - 2.0 27,9 267 25.5 25,0 23,8 244 24,2 286

l:ll8SS26 204 28 41.9cl + 76,0 36,5 205 36.8 208 29,4 223 - - 29.0 33,0 27.0 186 30,4 223
8SS28 192 8 34,4 - 1.0 31,5 30,0 30.0 187 28,6 198

;:,
Q"

<....
n

(a) Distance from bollom 01 fuel stack ....
~

bl Irom polar profile ....
c) outside the ruptured zone ~
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Table 13: Results of sieve analyses

C (2.500 MWd/tu) E (8.000 MWd/tu) F (20.000 MWd/tu)

sieve retainings cumulative retainings cumulative retainings cumulative
size weight weight weight % weight weight weight % weight weight weight %

fraction finer than fraction finer than fraction finer than
(mm) (g) (%) (g) (%) (g) (%)

<0,1 0,158 0,15
0,1 0,296' 0,15 0,997* 0,35 0,363 0,35 0,15
0,315 1,135 0,56 0,15 1,914 0,67 0,35 1,912 1,84 0,50
1 2,704 1,34 0,71 9,181 3,19 1,01 9,435 9,09 2,34
2 49.584 24,54 2,04 75,154 26,13 4,20 47,853 46,11 11,43
3,15 91,148 45,07 26,56 141,824 49,31 30,34 39,067 37,64 57,54
4 48,543 24,00 71,63 51,931 18,06 79,65 5,002 4,82 95,18
5 8,820 4,36 95,64 6,602 2,30 97,71
total 202,230 100,00 287,603 100,00 103,790 100,00

, < 0,315

Gi (35.000 MWd/tu) G2/3 (35.000 MWd/tu)

sieve retainings cumulative retainings cumulative
size weight weight weight % weight weight weight %

fraction finer than fraction finer than
(mm) (g) (%) (g) (%)

<0,1 0,375 0,12 0,493 0,17
0,1 0,982 0,32 0,12 1,273 0,44 0,17
0,315 6,308 2,06 0,44 5,260 1,81 0,61
1 21,004 6,86 2,50 17,627 6,08 2,42
2 82,126 26,84 9,36 121,340 41,80 8,50
3,15 138,413 51,76 36,20 120,404 41,54 50,30
4 36,817 12,03 87,96 23,484 8,10 91,84
5
total 306,025 100,00 289,881 100,00
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Table 14: Evaluation of the specific fuel mass data from sieve analyses

Test Sampie Fuel rnass per unit Mean

(prior) (after transient)
particle

No. weight length rnean cladding size
eire.elongation length length area volurne

[al [bI [eI

9 ern % gtern gtern gtern2 gtern3 mm

2 23,402 3,3 21,9
6,63

7,09 1,72 6,34 3,39
C1

6 28,710 3.7 20,9 7,76 1,9 7,07 3,44

C2 8 25,071 3,9 9,8 6,63 6,43 1,73 7,44 3,25

C3 1 25,397 3,8 16,5 6,63 6,68 1,70 6,67 2,91

C4 1 28,724 3,95 24,6 6,63 7,27 1,73 6,16 3,06

C5 1 23,572 3,9 10,7 6,63 6,09 1,61 6,81 3,04

24 33,985 5,35 0 6,35 1,68 9,33 3,08
C6 6,63

25 13,372 2,02 0 6,62 1,96 9,69 2,78

E1 1 26,406 3,8 11,6 6,62 6,95 1,84 7,70 3,09

E2 1 26,961 3,98 11,4 6,62 6,77 1,80 7,58 2,79

E3 1 25,009 3,72 13,75 6,62 6,723 1,75 7,15 3,5

E4 1 28,527 3,99 24,01 6,62 7,15 1,71 6,16 2,94

4 24,684 3,29 10,7 7,503 2,01 8,48 3,03

E5 6 51,395 5,05 48 6,61 10,18 2,03 5,74 2,96

8 65,456 4,45 67,5 14,71 2,60 6,36 2,87

8 18,403 2,9 0 6,35 1,88 9,34 2,85
E6 6,63

9 20,762 3,1 0 6,697 1,98 9,84 2,54

F1 6,62

F2 6,62

F3 6,63

5 22,010 3,04 16,7 6,63 7,24 1,83 7,18 2,45
F4

6 18,802 3,04 10,7 6,63 6,18 1,65 6,99 2,39

2 18,970 3,22 20,9 6,63 5,89 1,44 5,36 2,54
F5

7 18,074 3,0 18,6 6,63 6,02 1,50 5,75 2,69

15 6,621 1,01 0 6,63 6,56 1,94 9,64 2,22[dl

Fe 24 7,059 1,11 0 6,63 6,36 1,88 9,36 182 [d]

25 12,283 1,91 0 6,63 6,43 1,90 9,46 2:09 [dl

2 21,708 3,2 1,7 6,68 6,79 1,98 9,56 2,75
G1.1

4 20,315 3,15 1,6 6,68 6,45 1,88 9,11 2,71

2 37,466 [eI
G1.2

5 23,983 3,9 5,6 6,67 6,15 1,72 7,85 2,63

G1.3
2 [lI

7 20,553 3,05 13,3 6,7 6,74 1,76 7,19 2,63

G1.4
2 26,462 4,02 13,9 6,7 6,58 1,71 6,92 2,63

6 23,989 4,04 5,5 6,7 5,94 1,67 7,60 2,82

8 18,682 3,1 6,7 6,69 6,03 1,67 7,49 2,7
G1.5

2 113,041 18,7 25,9 6,69 6,05 1,42 5,27 2,77

11 18,441 2,9 0 6,7 "',,'" 1,88 9,37 2,7
G1.6

.....,........

22 18,851 2,9 0 6,7 6,50 1,93 9,58 2,7

2 27,009 4 9,8 6,62 6,76 1,82 7,81 2,41
G2.1

4 26,643 4 4,2 6,62 6,66 1,89 8,8 2,39

2 25,914 4,05 19,1 6,62 6,4 1,59 6,04 2,48
G2.2

6 25,799 4,04 8,8 6,62 6,39 1,74 7,54 2,43

2 28,258 3,94 23,3 6,69 7,17 1,72 6,23 2,60
G3.1

6 22,301 4,04 12,8 6,69 7,01 1,84 7,56 2,76

2 28,561 3,98 28,8 6,68 7,18 1,65 5,62 2,48
G3.2

6 30,801 4,03 16,3 6,68 7,64 1,95 7,65 2,92

7 25,777 3,6 8,8 6,70 7,16 1,95 8,51 2,69
G3.3

8 7,84 1,14 7 6,70 0,00
C An n AnI,"" o,....~ ~."'t;;:,

G3.6
11 18,894 2,9 0 6,69 6,52 1,93 9,64 2,43

22 22,087 3,33 0 6,69 6,63 1,97 9,77 2,25

[al As-Iabrieated

[bI Outside area 01 eladding

[eI Inner volurne 01 eladding

[dl 1,5 rnin sieving time

(instead 01 3 rnin lor other sampies)

[eI Not evaluated, loss 01 luel during handling

[lI Not evaluated, portions 01 end pellet in sampie
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Table 15: Comparison of the maximum cladding temperatures evaluated
from thermocouple measurement and zircaloy micro-structure
evaluation at the location of the burst tip.

Test Cladding microstructure Thermocouple measurement
at the burst tip

Tmax. [oC] t:. Tazimuth max [K] Tmax. [OC] extrapol./interpol.
.. ::p;- x.

AU 900 extrqpol.
A2.1 820-860 0 900 extrapol.
A2.2 850-890 45 920 extrapol.
A2.3 890-920 20 1020 extrapol.

B1.1 830-880 20 900 interpol.
B1.2 - 890 40 1000 interpol.
B1.3 820-860 5 905 interpol.
B1.5 840-900 0 930 extrapol.
B1.6 780-820 0 860 interpol.
B3.1 800-860 0 890 interpol.
B3.2 800-860 5 920 interpol.

C1 860-900 10 1020 extrapol.
C2 930-960 0 945 extrapoL
C3 < 800 ? 760 extrapol.
C4 860-890 30 917 extrapol.
C5 880-910 20 916 extrapol.

E1 930-960 80 930 extrapol.
E2 880-920 50 970 extrapol.
E3 950-980 50 960 interpol.
E4 930-960 60 1000 extrapol.
E5 950-980 20 930 extrapol.

F1 850-900 50 960 interpol.
F2 850-900 50 970 interpol.
F3 830-880 60 940 interpol.
F4 810-860 25 975 interpol.
F5 800-860 0 950 interpol.

G1.1
G1.2 880-910 10 920 interpol.
G1.3 840-890 35 940 interpol.
G1.4 800-840 20 910 interpol.
G1.5 860-900 15 850 interpol.
G2.1 940-970 40 900 interpol.
G2.2 800-850 30 890 interpol.
G3.1 850-900 30 90P interpol.
G3.2 840-870 20 840 interpol.
G3.3 850-900 0 930 interpol.

BSS12 860-910 100 850 interpol.
BSS22 860-900 55 860 interpol.
BSS23 840 interpol.
BSS24 960 interpol.
BSS25 810-850 60 820 interpol.
BSS26 840-900 50 880 interpol.
BSS28 910-940 60 1000 interpol.
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Appendix B

Overall Views of Transverse Metallographie Samples
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Test C1

Test C4

Test C2

Test e5

Test C3

FR 2 ln-Pile Tests

Cross Sections of the

Test Rods from Series C

(2 500 MWd/t Burnup)

IT 1981

PNS 4237-648

(X)
I.D



Test E1

Test E4

Test E2

Test E5

Test E3

FR 2 ln-Pile Tests

Cross Sections of the

Test Rads from Series E

(8000 MWd/t Burnup)

4237-706

\..0
o



lest F 1

Test F 4

Test F 2

Test F5

Test F 3

FR2 ln-Pile Tests.
Cross Sections of the
Test Rods Series F
(20000MWd/t Burnup)

IT-80
PNS4237-357

~
I-'



Test 'G 1.1
(No Burst)

Test G1.4

Test G1.2

Test G1.5

Test G1.3

FR2 ln-Pile Tests.
Cross Sections of the
Test Rods Series G1
(35000MWd/tBurnup)

11-80
PNS4237-358

~

N



Test G 2.1 Test G2.2

FR 2 ln-Pile Tests

Cross Sections of the Test
Rods, Series G 2 I G 3
( 35000 MWd/t Burnup)

'!)
w

Test G 3.1 Test G 3.2 Test G3.3 IT 1980

PNS 4237-397



Test BSS 112 Test BSS 22 Test BSS 23 Test BSS 24

'ü
+::>

FR 2 ln-Pile Tests

Crass Sections of the

rest Rods fram Series BSS

(electrical simulators)

Test BSS~~5 Test BSS 26 Test ·BSS 28 4237-697
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Appendix C

Uncertainties of Cladding Temperature Determination
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Appendix C

Uncertainties of Cladding Temperature Determination

C 1. Measurement with Thermocouples

Cladding temperature as a function of time was measured with thermo

couples, spot welded onto the cladding surface as describedin section

3.3. Usually six thermocouples per test rod were positioned at different

axial elevations of the active zone at different azimuthal angles.

C 1.1 Thermocouple response

High quality thermocouples were used with an error tolerance of ± 0,375%

(above 4000 C) or ± 1,S K (below 4000C) /13/. The thermal-electric response

of each individual thermocouple was checked before it was welded on the

cl adeli nq. In addi ti on, the el ectri c characteri sti cs were checked after

each step during assembling. Thus, the maximum error resulting from the

thermocouple properties was below 4 K at 10000C.

C 1.2 Thermocouple attachment method

A larger source of error was the thermocouple attachment technique. In

Version A as well as B (see Fig.5) the thermocouple was in contact with

the cladding surface on one side, but exposed the larger fraction of its

own surface to the cooler environment. Although there was no forcen. convec

ti on cool i ng duri ng the transi ent test, heat conducti on and radi ati on to

the shrourl., which was 300 to 400 K cooler than the cladding, reduced the

thermocouple temperature. In order to evaluate the magnitude of this

error, in-pile cal ibration tests were made with electrically heated fuel

rod simulators (BSS), which had a special instrumentation: In the close

vicinity of each normal 1 mm 0.0. thermocouple - spot-wel deO. to the

cladding surface - a second thermocouple of 0,5 mm 0.0. was embedded in a

groove in the cladding wall.
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The readings of these 0,5 mm thermocouples were taken as a good approxima
tion of the real wall temperature. The difference to the readings of the 1

mm O. D. thermocoupl es was taken as the error caused by the attachment

method of the normal thermocouples. As shown in Fig. 6 the error was found
to be a function of rod power and was higher for the Aversion thermo
couples than for the B version. For the Aversion the scatter of the error
was rather large. The values of Fig. 6 (mean data) were used as a correc

tion to the thermocouple readings throughout the entire test program, i.e.
the thermocouple readings were corrected by the addition of

75 K ( ± 35 K) for thermocouple version A

10 K ( ± 10 K) for thermocouple version B

at a linear rod power rate of 40 W/cm for the nuclear rod which correspon
ded to 50 W/cm for the electrically heated simulator (same heatup rate).

It must be noted at thi s poi nt, that the~e correcti on val ues were deter
mined Without deformation of the test rod claddinq. When the cladding de
forms, the heat flux across the cladding wall changes and this certainly
influences the difference between thermocouple readings and true wall tem
perature, though probably towards smaller corrections.

C 1.3 Determination of burst temperature

Determination of the burst temperature of a rod contains an additional
problem. The burst temperature was defined to be the cladding temperature
at the time of burst at the 1ocati on of rupture (= axi al center of the
rupture opening). This location v/as generally not at a position where a

thermocoupl e was attached, but was axi ally and azimuthally c1i spl aced.
Burst temperature was - in this case - determined by linear interpolation
from the readi ngs of the two thermocoupl es closest to the rupture, or by
extrapolation according to the general axial power profile. Although this

method is regarded as the best approximation, it raised another source of
error:
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The two thermocouples used for inter- or extrapolation and the
1ocati on of the wanted burst temperature were in most ca ses at three
di fferent azimuthal angl es. If there are azimuthal temrerature

variations in the cross-section planes of the thermocouples and of the
burst location, then the inter-/extrapolation may lead to an incorrect
burst temperature.

There is no systematic procedure to determine the magnitude and direction
of this error in any individual case, as there is no information available
about the azimuthal temperature distributions at the moment of burst.

The error will not exceed the value of the azimuthal variation in one

plane and will - in many cases - be much lower or even zero. Takinq the
variations determined from the microstructure (see section 6.1) for the
moment of maximum temperature as an estimate we can state, that the error
may be as high as 80 K in some cases, but in the average probably smaller
than 30 K. These numbers are for rods with nuclear fuel. The pertinent
data for electrically heated simulators are 100 K maximum and 65 K aver
age.

C 2 Evaluation of Zircaloy microstructure

C 2.1 General

As reported in Section 6.1 the local maximum cladding temperature, reached
during the test, was estimated by evaluating the appearance of the post~

test Zry microstructure. This \'Ias done for each transient tested rod at
various locations, of which two groups are of special interest:

a) Locations close to thermocouple welds, for direct comparison of the
microstructure method with thermocouple measurement, and

b) rupture locations, where the burst temperature was to be determined.

The temperatures determined from the microstructure are judged to be re-

liable within about ± 30 K for the low (a + ß)=phase temperature ranqe and

within about ± 15 K of uncertainty for the high (a + ß)-phase range, where

the microstructure is most temperature sensitive (section 6.1).
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C 2.2 Location of thermocouple welds

The compari son of the maximum temperatures from microstructure with the
temperatures measured with thermocouples and corrected, gave the following
results for location (a), positions close to thermocouples:

Thermocouple attachment version A:
Temperatures T from mi crostructure were generally lower than thermocoupl e
measured temperatures 8. The difference
~ = 8 - T averaged over all samples gives

~A= 44 K

Thermocouple attachment version B:
Temperatures T were generally hi gher than 8

"E"B= - 24 K

If the temperatures from mi crostructure were correct, these resul ts woul d
mean, that the values used for correcting the thermocouple readings (see
C 1.2) were approx. 45 K too high for thermocouple version A and approx.
25 K too low for thermocouple version B. In other words, the thermocouples
were to be corrected by adding 30 K for version A and 35 K for version B.
This,however, is very unlikely with respect to the different attachment
principles and with regard to the results of the calibration tests.

C 2.3. Rupture location

The comparison of the maximum temperatures at the rupture positions (loca-
tion (b)) looks somewhat different:

Thermocouple version A:

~A = 80 K

Thermocouple version B:

l1B = 20 K
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Here, the max imum temperatures T from mi crostructure were lower than the

temperatures derived from TC measurements for both thermocoupl e ver
sions, and the differences ~ = e - T were 35 to 45 Klarger than at loca
tions (a). This can be explained by the following circumstances: Beeause
of a stronger deeoupling between eladding and fuel with inereasing deforma
tion, the temperature increase after the burst at the rupture position is
smaller than at the positions of the thermocouples. From this it must be
eonel uded that temperature determi nati on vi a eval uati on of mi crostructure
or its combination with the data of thermoeouple measurement does not help

to inerease the accuracy of burst temperature determination. From micro
structure we obtained information from the rupture loeation itself but
only on maximum temperature; from thermocouples we got information on the
temperature at the time of rupture, but from loeations in the vicinity of
the rupture only, so that inter- or extrapolation was neeessary with all
the uncertainties described above.

C 3 SUlIII1ary

Temperatures at locations of thermocouple attachment were determined by
thermocouple measurement with an uncertainty of
~ = 39 K = ±4 ± 35 K (thermocouple version A)

= 14 K = ±4 ± 10 K (thermocouple version B)

~ eontribution of attachment method
i ~. contribution of thermocouple response

Burst temperatures were determined by inter- or extrapolation with the
following uncertainties:
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(I) Nuclear rads:

Thermocouple version A:
~ = ± 69 K (max. 119)

= ± 4 ± 35 ± 30 (80)

L I I • inter-/extrapolation
L-- attachment
thermocouple response

Thermocouple version B:

~ = ± 44 K
= ± 4 ± 10 ± 30

(max. 94)

(80)

(2) Simulators (only thermocouple version ß):

~ = ± 79 K

:: ± 4 ± 10
(max. 114)

± 65 (100)

Temperature estimates by microstructure evaluation and temperatures
rletermined by thermocouple measurement showed differences. In the

average, microstructure temperatures were

44 Klower for thermocouple version A
24 K higher for thermocouple version B.

- Temperature estimates by microstructure did not reduce uncertainties of

burst temperature determination.
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